
FILM EXAMINATION & CLASSIFICATION CATALOGUE
List of films Examined & Classified in October 2022

NO. NAME OF FILM GENRE SYNOPSIS JUSTIFICATION C.A.I RATING COUNTRY OF 
ORIGIN

DURATION 
(MINUTES)

DATE 
CLASSIFIED

VENUE CLIENT CONTACT
PLATFORM

1 Tonyorata Drama

Rota leaves his newly wedded 
wife in the village to go to 
Zanzibar to looki for ghreener 
pastures where Rota is introduced 
to a girl called Olivia by herv 
sister Dian and brothjer in law 
Tom. Rota and Olivia  relationship 
grows intimate. When her sister 
Dian advices her to steal from 
Olivia Rota refuses and goes back 
to the village where Olivia follows 
him, and together with Neeam 
they tell Rota to marry bothy of 
them

Sex scenes involving 
Roat with Olivia and 
Rota with Neema S 16 Kenya 35 03/10/2022 office/kfcb Mombasa office

ramachirungah@
gmail.com

Unknown

2 Seven minutes Drama

apondi a school going pupil tries 
to commit suicide after noticing 
shes pregnant with jojo a shamba 
boy who was assisting her doing 
school work when parents were 
not avaiilable. 

implied sex between 
jojo and apondi, 
attepmted suicide. S PG Kenya 10 03/10/2022 office/kfcb

LEQWOOD 
PRODUCTIONS

wuodcaro@gmail
.com Kalasha

3 Noma Drama

Nancy and her friend go out to 
have some fun and drink, , she 
decides to get a taxi to go home, 
on her way she hurries the driver 
and causes chaaos, she also vomits 
in the car. reaching home she finds 
the husband waiting for her on the 
door. she beats her for getting 
home late. 

scenes of alcohol use 
and violence V, A PG Kenya 10 03/10/2022 office/kfcb

Africa Digital 
Media Institute

alexndaiga01@g
mail.com Kalasha

4 Golden loops Documentary A documentary on wood work
No classifiable 
elemts - GE Kenya 11 03/10/2022 office/kfcb KIMC KIMC Unknown

5 Informal income Documentary

A documentary from a jua cali 
sector on skills used by kenyan 
artisans in making boxes, crafts 
and other items as source of 
income

No classifiable 
elemts - GE Kenya 16 03/10/2022 office/kfcb KIMC KIMC Unknown

6 The white gold Documentary

The documentary focuses on dairy 
farming in kiambu county. It 
mainly concentrates on the type of 
feeds required and a step by step 
description on how to ensure 
growth in the number of heard

No classifiable 
elemts - GE Kenya 12 03/10/2022 office/kfcb KIMC KIMC Unknown

7 The Dream Drama

Imani a 17 year old teen is 
passionate about acting but her 
parents are against it and are of the 
opinion that she should find a 
more important thing to do like 
some of her friends who are 
studying medicine.She however 
goes to an audition behind her 
parents back where she fails and 
gets discouraged. Shje starts 
recording her short films and 
posting them online where she 
ganered massive followers. 
Against all ods, she achieves her 
dream of being an actor.

Mild alcohol and 
violence A,V PG Kenya 58 03/10/2022 office/kfcb Israel productions

reneedavid2244
@gmail.com Unknown



8 Donji Donji Animation

A geeky chicken eargerly wants to 
play with her adventurous 
mangoose friend but they must 
first finish their lunch which zaps 
them through a portal to an 
amazing encharted world

No classifiable 
elemts - GE Kenya 5 04/10/2022 office/kfcb Chris Njoka

njoka.
chris@gmail.com Kalasha

9 Zuena Drama

zuena goes back to her village 
after staying in the city for long 
time, during her visit to her sisters 
palce , the have a beef with e sister 
khdajijah after confronting her 
after they were seen with ayub 
who is married and was her first 
love. they later reconcile after 
zuena asked for forgiveness from 
her sister. zainab who is zuenas 
child had no idea who the mother 
was but she learnt tht after 
listening to their coversation 
between her mother and ayub . hes 
also arrested fro drugs loads after 
the busniess partner was killed . 

Mild alcohol and 
violence V,A PG Kenya 66 04/10/2022 office/kfcb blackwell films

shirleenkiura@g
mail.com Kalasha

10 Sol family sn2 ep 9 Reality

The episode follows the pregnancy 
and childbirth story of fancy 
fingers and his wife and the first 
month of the baby's life as they 
grow and adjust to parenthood.

Seemingly naked 
character in a 
birthing water tub - PG Kenya 28 04/10/2022 office/kfcb Young Rich TV

Sharonlumbili@g
mail.com Showmax

11 Zari drama

zari joins campus from the 
presence of her grannie who 
insissts that she must suceed in the 
life through education. camous life 
slaps her diffrently , she goes out 
grows bullying and becomes a 
notorous raveler which takes a toll 
on her future life . 

scenes of bullying , 
use of alcohol and 
clubbing scenes , 
occults and 
language. A,L,B,C 16 Kenya 90 04/10/2022 office/kfcb KIMC KIMC Kalasha

12 Sheria msumeno drama/thriller

sheria mkononi is a kenyan film 
featuring governor sefu with 
acourt case of procuring expired 
drugs to his county  government 
hospital that resulted into the death 
of his drivers daughter. he 
kidnapss the driver . bakari gives 
an undercover to source 
information from the governors 
office that saw him got arrested 
and charged. 

scenes of kidnapping 
, shooting, and abuse 
of alcohol during 
house party. A,V PG Kenya 78 04/10/2022 office/kfcb KIMC KIMC Kalasha

13 Tafash drama

Tafash is kenyan film featuring a 
college student glen with a passion 
for photography but out of poor 
college influence life his  droans 
are shuttered when he started 
gambling and joined a drug 
peddlers in campus that saw him 
expelled from college. 

mild alcohol and 
violence, implied sex 
scene between glen 
and gf,gambling 
scenes V,C,A,D 16 Kenya 60 04/10/2022 office/kfcb KIMC KIMC Kalasha

14
The preparation of 
mursik Documentary

Every community has its food and 
drinks they enjoy, the kalenjin 
community of kenya have their 
favourite drink called Mursik. This 
drink is prepared from farmented 
milk in a special gourds called 
sotet. Mursik is taken as food 
accompaniment like ugali or justv 
taken on its own

No classifiable 
elemts - GE Kenya 7 05/10/2022 office/kfcb KIMC KIMC Kalasha



15
The Nubian 
community in Kenya Documentary

The Nubian community in Kenya 
came from the soldiers who were 
forcibly transported from sudan by 
the British colonial government. 
This documentary highlights their 
plight and the need for national 
intergration and cohesion

No classifiable 
elemts - GE Kenya 10 05/10/2022 office/kfcb KIMC KIMC Kalasha

16 Skating in Eldoret Documentary

We live in a world of sports, some 
for commercial purposes leisure or 
health benefits. Some sports are 
soft while others are risky, skating 
is a rare game in kenya although 
its slowly gaining popularity, in 
Eldoret town the skating game has 
taken the youths by a storm

No classifiable 
elemts - GE Kenya 6 05/10/2022 office/kfcb KIMC KIMC Kalasha

17 Amsterdam Action/thriller

The film features three friends 
who witness a murder, become 
suspects thyemselves and 
uncovers one of the most 
outrageous plots in the hostory of 
America

Violence in form of 
physical fights,use  
of vulgar language, 
horrific images 
kissing, use of 
alcohol and smoking V,A,S,L 16 USA 134 05/10/2022 Greenspan mall

Crimson 
Multimedia Ltd

trushna@crimson
multimedia.com Cinema

18 Wormhole Sci-fi

the film attempts to depict the 
spiral efect of careless handling of 
waste on environment. 

No classifiable 
elemts - GE UK 3 office/kfcb Flick 7 Pictures

aggykay@gmail.
com Kalasha

19
Njoro wa uba Sn 14 ep 
1 Tv programme

Njoro is accused by a man whose 
wife has been having an affair 
with .Njoro is shot and hurt when 
he is taken to the hospital he 
becomes the butt of joke because 
of where he was shot

Mold violence, crude 
language V,L PG Kenya 25 office/kfcb

Moonbeam 
Productions

moonbeamproduc
tions@gmail.com Kalasha

20 Varshita Sn 4 ep 52 Tv programme

Varshita tries to convince Donvan 
not to leave as he makes plans to 
take a job in Dubai, meanwhile 
Varshita's mum has to take odd 
jobs after being forced out of the 
matrimonial home.

Use of crude 
language L PG Kenya 27 office/kfcb

Moonbeam 
Productions

moonbeamproduc
tions@gmail.com Kalasha

21 Faded drama

faded focuses on identity an issue 
that has risen through colourism 
among african women and their 
idea of beauty as a lighter skin that 
propagates bleaching.

no classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 7 05/10/2022 office/kfcb

manyatta 
screenings 

manyattascreenin
gs@gmail.com

manyatta 
screening

22 From here to there Documentary
a woman siiting by the lakeside 
reflecting about life.

no classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 3 05/10/2022 office/kfcb

manyatta 
screenings 

manyattascreenin
gs@gmail.com

manyatta 
screening

23 Ethereality Documentary

stranded in space for thirty years . 
how does it feel to finally come 
home ?a reflection about migration 
and the sense of belonging . 

no classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 14 05/10/2022 office/kfcb

manyatta 
screenings 

manyattascreenin
gs@gmail.com

manyatta 
screening

24 Jumapili njema drama

depicts a family as they prepare to 
attend church on sunday morning,
as the mother wakes them up and 
prepares them amidst complains of 
sleepness

no classifiable 
elements - GE Tanzania 4 05/10/2022 office/kfcb

manyatta 
screenings 

manyattascreenin
gs@gmail.com

manyatta 
screening

25 Hooyo ,why here Documentary

After twelve years of waiting ,
somali descentants and her 
daughter Naima are finally citizens 
of Hungary but the question of 
where is home never leaves them

no classifiable 
elements - GE Hungary 12 05/10/2022 office/kfcb

manyatta 
screenings 

manyattascreenin
gs@gmail.com

manyatta 
screening

26 Sahani drama

A boy serves and old man with 
full plate of food while himself is 
hungry.the man eats all the food 
without giving the boy anything. 
the boy watches him sadly. 

no classifiable 
elements - GE Tanzania 4 05/10/2022 office/kfcb

manyatta 
screenings 

manyattascreenin
gs@gmail.com

manyatta 
screening



27 Transient Documentary

Transient is film tht follows two 
young people as their lives are 
disrupted by a pandemic . The 
story  follows them as they strive 
to save their careers and establish 
and maintain romantic 
relationships in an environment 
where lockdown has made 
everyday life complicated.

no classifiable 
elements - GE Rwanda 12 05/10/2022 office/kfcb

manyatta 
screenings 

manyattascreenin
gs@gmail.com

manyatta 
screening

28 The grave mistake 
drama/animatio
n

shah escapes from the orphanage 
when her mother took him there 
his father was imprsoned . in the 
streets he meets Akinyi a friend  
who taught him how to rob peaple 
. he gets imprisoned for theft and 
was released after 10 years . he 
joins other x convicts and curve a 
new  way of stealing from peaple . 
chris one of the gang gets killed by 
mob, Akinyi gets killed by power 
after she robbed a bank with shah. 

no classifiable 
elements - PG Kenya 24 05/10/2022 office/kfcb Paul kagiri

paulkagiri75@g
mail.com Kalasha

29 Chira Documentary

An elder stephen Adongo discuses 
the concept  of chira, scourgel 
superstitious with a group of 
youth. The concept has been 
received uniquely by the younger 
generation is an outdated concept.

The film contains 
traditions 
invocations O PG Kenya 14 06/10/2022 office/kfcb

Kenya film 
school KFS Kalasha

30 Janjaruka Drama

This film exlores what happens for  
four friends who decided they had 
enough and dont want to live by 
the rules anymore . this gives an 
insight into the mind of political 
figure with scandalous past . 
attempting to get its audience to 
reflect on the odd choices that 
have been made in the past where 
such characters won favour with 
the majority . its there really such 
a thing as changed con- artist or do 
they just move their con into a 
bigger arena.

minimal classifiable 
elements - PG Kenya 35 06/10/2022 office/kfcb Kalasha

aggykay@gmail.
com Kalasha

31 Voice of nature Documentary

A documentary on human impact 
on the environment. The film 
features the floods experienced in 
different lakes in Kenya especially 
in the great rift zone

No imapact 
classifiable elements - GE Kenya 25 06/10/2022 Office/kfcb DFS

fmirungu28@yah
oo.com Kalasha

32 Nawiri Drama

Deno seeks accomodation support 
from his friend Mike. On his 
attempt to purse music career, he 
meets madam Mwikali who 
seduces him. His troubles increase 
when his host suggests he 
succumbs to mwikali.

Scenes suggesting 
sexual harassment,
infedility, use of foul 
language S,O,A 16 Kenya 42 06/10/2022 Office/kfcb Dennis mutuigi

mutugidenis57@
gmail.com Kalasha

33 KUHU and BABU Animation

with gambling news flood Tv , 
Babu tries to gamble and on his 
first trial he won he then tries 
again and loses. kuhu discourages 
Babu from more gambling but 
babu keeps on trying gambling - 18 Kenya 12 06/10/2022 Office/kfcb Michael mutahi

michael.
mutahi@gmail.
com Kalasha

34 Ogiek Documentary
A feature film highlighting on the 
history of the ogiek community No offensive content - GE Kenya 14 06/10/2022 Office/kfcb

Kenya film 
school KFS Kalasha



35 Cheza Drama

A girl called Khana with a singing 
talent shares her dream of coming 
up with a matatu  band with a 
friend Tatu who hijacks the idea 
and locks her out of it. She has to 
be creative to reclaim her dream 
and finally compete at the 
firimbititi

One scene with 
toned violence,
scattered use of 
harsh language, use 
of alcohol, a couple 
of kissing scenes S,A,V PG Kenya 60 06/10/2022 Office/kfcb Multi choice

Christine.
Koileken@ke.
multichoice.com Kalasha

36 Kiswahili kitukuzwe Tv programme

A tv programme highlighting a 
number of mucisians using 
kiswahili as language in the music 

minimal classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 15 06/10/2022 office/kfcb Omar kibalanga

omarkibulanga01
@gmail.com Kalasha

37 Stinger Drama

A dysfunctional family of bahati 
and bruno with their parents not in 
a  position to support them, Bahati 
drops ouit of schollo and opts for 
boxing choosing a stage name 
stronger

Mild violence,Mild 
alcohol A,V PG Kenya 60 06/10/2022 office/kfcb Multi choice

Christine.
Koileken@ke.
multichoice.com Kalasha

38 The wise woman Short film

Elizabeth takes out crop 
insuarance against her husband 
wishes. When he finds out he 
breaks loose but they are soon 
reconcilled once her husband 
realizes the benefit of taking crop 
insuarance

A scene of domestic 
violence V PG Kenya 24 06/10/2022 office/kfcb

The Mediae 
company

sophie@mediae.
org Kalasha

39 Story za jaba Animation

this is  a satirical commentary on 
every day ilness of kenya. in this 
episode , the commentary takes 
palce in a drinking den in an 
infromd settlement . bad lnguage , alcohol L ,A PG Kenya 1 06/10/2022 office/kfcb

Fatboy 
Animations

jaydecrunkz@gm
ail.com Kalasha

40 Plain sight Short film

The filnm depicts techniques in 
which cyber criminals use to hack 
devices and swindle money from 
their victims

Mild scenes of 
violence and foul 
language V,L PG Kenya 8 06/10/2022 office/kfcb

RITCHY 
MISTRI

ritchy.m.
mistri4j@gmail.
com Kalasha

41 Chinga Drama

Ben wahome returns home frrom 
Turkey with his son Sifa and 
daughter Zoe, this is after the 
death of his wife Judy. His return 
isnt rosy as heb faces rejection 
from tea farmers and pickers 
whom he had planned to empower 
by securing new markets abroad. 
He further faces pressure to 
remarry from his dad who 
introduces him to lydia. Ben 
makes the moves with intentions 
of giving it a try.

Scenes of bullying 
where a kid is being 
rediculed for being 
fat. A man is hit by a 
stick. Leaflets of 
death threats are 
circulated.Implied 
use of alcohol V,A,C PG Kenya 100 07/10/2022 office/kfcb

purple cow africa 
productions

wacera@purplec
ow-africa.net Kalasha

42 Malaria no more Documentary

Various doctors and scientists 
involved in research and treatment 
of malaria highlight then journey 
towards eradication of malaria.

No classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 5 07/10/2022 office/kfcb

Young Rich 
Television 
Limited

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Kalasha

43 Tujiangalie Musical

A musical short6 film by sol 
family and other kenyan artists 
narrating the birth of their song 
Tujiangalie which meant speaking 
through the power of reality that 
we are living in.

Discussion of 
politics and 
corruption - PG Kenya 30 07/10/2022 office/kfcb

Young Rich 
Television 
Limited

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Kalasha

44 Red flag Drama

The film follows the story of 
Natalie's decision to take the bull 
by the horn and delve into the 
mysterious death of her best friend 
Rose not only jeopardises her 
relationship but puts her on harm's 
way Scene of alcohol A PG Kenya 23 07/10/2022 office/kfcb Kikaokikuu films

kikaokikuufilms
@gmail.com Kalasha

45 Money game- trailer Game
A trailer on game of winning 
money after playing

No classiable 
elements - GE Kenya 28 secs 07/10/2022 office/kfcb Film hub

ilmhub@dkut.ac.
ke Kalasha



46
Good hygiene 
practises Documentary

School children are taught the 
importance of personal hygiene 
such as the importance of brushing 
teeth and the consequences of not 
brushing teeth

No classiable 
elements - GE Kenya 4 07/10/2022 office/kfcb Film hub

ilmhub@dkut.ac.
ke Kalasha

47
Pre school kids 
learning Animation

A film where kids are learning 
different types of fruits and the 
benefits of the fruits on the body

No classiable 
elements - GE Kenya 8 07/10/2022 office/kfcb Film hub

ilmhub@dkut.ac.
ke Kalasha

48
Appreciating doctors 
and nurses Documentary

A film dedicated to all health care 
workers for the sacrifices they all 
make inorder to save the lives of 
their patients and the challenges 
they go through.

No classiable 
elements - GE Kenya 2 07/10/2022 office/kfcb Film hub

ilmhub@dkut.ac.
ke Kalasha

49 Coffee production Documentary

The documentary highlights the 
types of coffee grown in Kenya, 
the local consumptin, export and 
comparison to the ciffee grown in 
Ethiopia.

No classiable 
elements - GE Kenya 17 07/10/2022 office/kfcb Film hub

ilmhub@dkut.ac.
ke Kalasha

50 Katororet Documentary

A documentary about the culture 
and way of life in Katororet 
village. The film highlights the 
stages of life, social activities, 
economic activities and religion.

No classiable 
elements - GE Kenya 10 07/10/2022 office/kfcb KFS

robertsimiyu22@
gmail.com Kalasha

51 Calling the shot Documentary

Young filmmakers from 
korogocho narrate how their love 
for film had them work in the 
production industry

No classiable 
elements - GE Kenya 36 07/10/2022 office/kfcb Gamba kizito

gambakizito@gm
ail.com Kalasha

52 The last supper Drama

Theres is so much gloom 
following a heist with a 
predictable outcome, a mother and 
son have a difficult conversation. Mild violence V PG Kenya 10 07/10/2022 office/kfcb

Purple mango 
Films karanjangendo@gmail.comKalasha

53 The last hostage Drama

After being listed in top 30 under 
30 successful people, Jacob 
narrates his story, how he grew in 
poverty, his father losing his job 
and his mother being diagonised 
with cancer, the stress is too much 
that he gets involves in a fight and 
gets expelled from school where e 
gets recruitede as a terrorists, on 
the day of travel to somalia, he 
forgot thye bag carrying the 
weapons at home, his parents take 
it to the police

Terrorism theme, 
milod violence in 
form of physical 
fight V PG Kenya 30 07/10/2022 office/kfcb

Highway 
secondary school dmukara@kfcb.go.keKalasha

54 Bargain bride Drama

The film depicts Cornelius who 
should only marry after his sister 
is married. With the help of his 
friend, Cornellius publishes his 
sister on newspaper for marriage 
proposal and gets two men willing 
to marry her. on the appointed day 
the first visitor Raymonf finds 
Cornelius cousin whom he thought 
was the lady to be married, and the 
second visitor got cornelius fiance 
Nekoye. The marriage of 
conjestina is shuttered when the 
two aspirants each took the person 
they believed to be Conjestinah. 
The film ends with her marriage to 
her lover  Mwangi who flee the 
country for many years and came 
back.

Mild alcohol scenes A PG Kenya 87 07/10/2022 office/kfcb Historia films

historiafilmsprod
uctions@gmail.
com Kalasha



55 Village vendetta Comedy

Dorg is a tailor from Oliech 
family. Christine is a visitor from 
Tanzania and also fromm the 
Odiero family, the oliech and 
odiero families have a long feud 
from long ago starting because of 
the death of an award winning 
cockrell. Doug learns that 
someone from odiero family is 
coming to kill him, chris learns 
that someone from oliech family is 
coming to kill her, in their attempt  
to hide in a quite and secluded 
place they end up spending the 
night in one hotel room. In the 
morning they discover who the 
other is and get married to end the 
feud.

Consumption of 
Alcohol, obscene 
language, adult jokes A,L,O PG Kenya 85 07/10/2022 Virtual Historia films

historiafilmsprod
uctions@gmail.
com Kalasha

56 Gacal Drama

Barkad's wife is cheating on him 
with a man called Nour, Barkad  
discovers the affair and organises 
a kidnapping of Nour's brother

One character is 
injured with a knife. 
Kidnapping. V,C 16 Kenya 60 07/10/2022 office/kfcb Omar Hamza

hamlocks2@gma
il.com Kalasha

57 Goodbye Drama

The film depicts 3 siblings who 
are brought back home together 
after the sad demise of their 
mother, however, brought up in a 
modern cultrure and surviving in a 
workaholic environment , this 
journey of grief was not  not that 
easy for them as they discover 
genuine affection for their mother 
alonside their father.

Mild alcohol and 
smoking scenes. 
Image of a dead 
body. mild scenes of 
rituals. A,D,Oc PG India 130 07/10/2022 Westgate

Crimson 
Multimedia

trushna@crimson
multimedia.com Cinema

58 Godfather Drama

After the death of a political 
leader, Jaidev assumes the throne 
by all means just to be countered 
by a mysterious hald son all in 
good faith.

Physical violence 
and use of weapons. 
use of illegal drugs.
verbally admitted 
sexual acts. strong 
language V,D,L 16 India 160 07/10/2022 Westgate

Crimson 
Multimedia

trushna@crimson
multimedia.com Cinema

59
Middle children of 
history Drama

The film depicts the compexities  
and disagreement between men 
and women, it shows the two 
genders navigating their 
relationship problems.

Extensive use of 
curse words and 
obscenities also 
there's the theme of 
adult nature. L,O 18 Kenya 8 07/10/2022 office/kfcb

OVERTE 
PRODUCTION

overteaproductio
n@gmail.com

Kalasha

60 My little warrior Documentary

A mother narrates the struggles 
she had to endure raising a kid 
with special needs who contracted 
covid 19

No classiable 
elements - GE Kenya 2 07/10/2022 office/kfcb Multichoice

audreyresty@gm
ail.com Kalasha

61 Almost somali Documentary

Since the taliban took kabul in 
August 2021, the humanitarian 
situation has detoriarated 
considerably. Afghanistan remains 
the world largest producer of 
opium and the country also has the 
highest rate of addiction. The 
taliban is trying to get rid of the 
addicts using brutal methods.

Use of illegal drugs 
and harmful 
substance D,Hs 16 German 25 06/10/2022 office/kfcb diana maina

dianaw.
maina@gmail.
com Kalasha

62 En okumba Animation A man runs and crosses a river
No imapact 
classifiable elements - GE Kenya 19 SECS 11/10/2022 office/kfcb

Josh ArtKin joshuoomondi@g
mail.com Kalasha



63 Phobia Drama

Sophie travels to her boyfriends 
place where she cooks a elicious 
meal for him, when Tim comes 
back, he is not impressed and 
argues why she cooked for him. 
Sophie gets hurt and tells Tim that 
she'll be going back to her place 
first thing in the morning. At night 
Tim tries to touch her but Sophie 
refuses saying that a man that does 
not touch her food should not 
touch her body. Tim then explains 
to her the phobia behind womwn 
cooking his food.

Implied alcohol and 
sex A,S PG Kenya 8 11/10/2022 office/kfcb Mbayagi kevin

mbayagikevyn@
gmail.com Kalasha

64 Blind date Drama

On their first blind date, Baya and 
Val start off on a bd note. Val 
blames Baya's dad for bringing 
him up irresopnsibly since Baya 
didnt stand to pull the chair for her 
as she walked in, it gets worse as 
Baya blames Val to for acting like 
a modern woman yet a woman's 
place is in the kitchen. Val does 
not understand fragile masculinity 
but they resove the obstacles and 
allows their chemistry to take 
over.

No impact 
classifiable elements. - GE Kenya 17 12/10/2022 office/kfcb Sammy Kinadiali

infor.
emage@gmail.
com Kalasha

65 A land asleep Documentary

The documentary  highlights the 
story of a sleepy town in Kiambu 
whose development is stalled due 
to retrogressive belief.

No impact 
classifiable elements. - GE Kenya 11 11/10/2022 Office/kfcb

NJUGUNA 
NGANGA

njugunanganga01
@gmail.com Kalasha

66 Mwanga Drama

Mwanga and Biko -form one 
students at Kirangari Boys High 
School- challenge team

The film has low 
impact classifiable 
elements hence 
suitable for general 
family viewing. - PG Kenya 90 11/10/2022 Office/kfcb

NJUGUNA 
NGANGA

njugunanganga01
@gmail.com Kalasha

67 County 49 ep 8 Drama

school bullies (Shem and Gadi) to 
a music festival through Teacher 
Rashid. Teacher Rashid

The differences 
highlighted in the 
film are not 
ideological but 
personal preferences. - 16 Kenya 43 11/10/2022 Office/kfcb

MILLICENT 
OGUTU

HOME@KIBAN
DAPICTURES.
CO.KE Showmax

68 Messanger Fantasy

amina akana , mysterious student 
appears during admission in a 
school . she shares identifies with 
another student amina akana. as 
the teachers attept to unravel the 
mystey , amina akana disappears 
having advied monicah masera on 
the qualities of a good leader and 
the eed for her to aspire younger 
generation. 

The film has mild 
impact classifiable 
elements hence 
parental guidance is - PG Kenya 48 11/10/2022 Office/kfcb Winnie Kimondo

winniew.
kimondo@gmail.
com Kalasha

69 Mtalii Drama

shares identifies with another 
student-Amina Akana. As the 
teachers attempt to unravel the

recommended. There 
are bullying and 
crime scenes and 
reincarnation 
concept that - GE Kenya 8 07/10/2022 Office/kfcb

OVERTE 
PRODUCTION

overteaproductio
n@gmail.com Kalasha

70 Rev Animation

mystery, Amina Akana disappears 
having advised Monica Masera on 
the qualities of a good

need explanation and 
parental guidance. - GE Kenya 1 12/10/2022 Office/kfcb

Ibrahim Faruq 
Ali 

jaydecrunkz@gm
ail.com Kalasha

71 I'm the problem Animation 

leader and the need for her 
(Monica Masera) to aspire to 
inspire younger generation.

No classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 2 12/10/2022 Office/kfcb Josh ArtKin

joshuoomondi@g
mail.com Kalasha



72 It rained again Drama

a film showing a famil going 
through violence, the husband 
beats up the wife but the wife 
sticks with him with the hope that 
hes going to change. but seems 
like no change coming forth and 
he beats her up until shes 
hospitalised. 

Violence, ,scenes of 
blood V,B 16 Kenya 6 12/10/2022 Office/kfcb Nancy Wanja

nancewanja@gm
ail.com Kalasha

73 Slum bullet Documentary

this is documentary on ballet 
dance donce in kibra slums , this 
space gives children opportunity ti 
interact and discuss various issues 
they go through in that 
community. 

no classifiable 
element - GE kenya 6 13/10/2022 Office/kfcb Maurice Oniang'o

moniango@gmail
.com Kalasha

74 Uthasyo Documentary

tis film features a first year 
physically challenged boy gets an 
admission to study engineering but 
he is faced with uncrtainity on 
how to manuvoure in the school, . 
He manages to do so through out 
the help of his colleahues and 
counsellor who is in charge of the 
disablled  in th end he manages 
top in arts .

no classifiable 
elements . - GE kenya 28 13/10/2022 Office/kfcb Film hub

filmhub@dkut.
ac.ke Kalasha

75 A Home for The Wild documentary

the documentary ia an awareness 
creation show seeking to highlight 
the importance of conservatio of 
forest as the natural habitat of 
wildlife  as well as conservation of 
endangered species . 

no classifiable 
elements - GE kenya 17 13/10/2022 Office/kfcb Riara University

jmueni@riarauni
versity.ac.ke

Kalasha

76 Becoming Human documentary

a documentary focusing on three  
creation theories from the christian 
, muslim and science  perspective. 
follows three individuals 
highlighting on their belief of how 
creation came to be. 

no classifiable 
elements - GE kenya 10 13/10/2022 Office/kfcb Riara University

jmueni@riarauni
versity.ac.ke

Kalasha

77 Circle of Deception doumentry

this is a documentary of educating 
kenyans on how to vote wiselyand 
not to vote based on ethnic 
backgrounds . 

no classifiable 
elements - GE kenya 10 13/10/2022 Office/kfcb Riara University

jmueni@riarauni
versity.ac.ke

Kalasha

78 Early Man documentary

This is a documentary highlighting 
diffrent stories of creation  in 
african communty including 
muslims and the charles darwins 
theory where man evolved from 
Ape . 

no classifiable 
elemnts - GE kenya 9 13/10/2022 Office/kfcb Riara University

jmueni@riarauni
versity.ac.ke

Kalasha

79 Endo Warrior documentary

documentary that highlights on the 
endometriosis condition  that 
unknowingly affcts many women . 
it focus on methods of detecting 
treating and managing the 
condition in order to alleviate 
symptoms and reduce pain . no classifiable elents - GE kenya 18 13/10/2022 Office/kfcb Riara University

jmueni@riarauni
versity.ac.ke

Kalasha

80
Into the Darkness 
(Night runners documentary

 a documentary on night runner 
focusing on their  life , how people  
get  into it and how children of the 
night runners  and recruited into 
night running . the documentary 
also tries to look at  the legality of 
the activity. 

no classifiable 
element. - PG kenya 8 13/10/2022 Office/kfcb Riara University

jmueni@riarauni
versity.ac.ke

Kalasha

81
Renewable Energy Vs 
fossil fuels documentary

a documentary of clean energy and 
the process of producing clean 
energy . 

no classifiable 
element . - PG kenya 10 13/10/2022 Office/kfcb Riara University

jmueni@riarauni
versity.ac.ke

Kalasha



82 Mathare river Drama

The documentary looks at the 
contribution of lewmo 
organization in enviromental 
presevation as highlighted  by 
Alvin Ochieng. 

no classifiable 
elements - GE kenya 27 16/1/2022 Office/kfcb NGOIFF

thengoiff@gmail.
com Anga Imax

83 Rio by unique sights documentary

Rafael Duarte , a photographer 
documents unique sights in Rio de 
jeneiro, Brazil to tell his story 
from different perspectives .

no classifiable 
elements - GE Brazil 53 15/10/2022 Office/kfcb NGOIFF

thengoiff@gmail.
com Anga Imax

84 Melody of P Drama

The film focuses on child 
prostitution and human trafficking 
whereby a samll girl given as 
exchange to a debt owed by the 
father to mrs P

Child prostitution 
and human 
trafficking S 18 kenya 11 18/10/2022 Office/kfcb NGOIFF

thengoiff@gmail.
com Anga Imax

85 Perfume Drama

A drama film about parsh 
community sweeper whose wife 
sangeeta is not comfortable with 
her husbands job, this is due to 
how smelly he gets home 
everyday this prompts him to 
always pass by the perfume shop 
to acquire new fragrance everyday 
so that he smells nice, sengeta 
afvices the husband to leave the 
job however he refuses for the 
love of the job Use of cigarretees S PG India 36 16/10/2022 Office/kfcb NGOIFF

thengoiff@gmail.
com

thengoiff@gmail.
com

86 The clocks Thriller

The film starts with a clicking 
clock indicating two little time 
remaining to save the world from 
effects of global warming

no impact 
classifiable elements - GE Turkey 5 18/10/2022 Office/kfcb NGOIFF

thengoiff@gmail.
com Anga Imax

87 Ram hafiz Thriller

A story of the birth of religious 
conflict between the Hindus and 
Islams. Two men, Ram and Ramla 
each from the two conflicting 
religious communities meet in a 
hiding place as they were escaping 
the vuiolence and murder caused 
by the conflictinh religious groups, 
its very hard for the 2 to reveal 
their identity and their religion 
until trust and bond is built 
between them as they faced the 
hardship and threats outside their 
hiding place hence they accepted 
each others religious affiliations 
and became friends

Mild violence, scary 
scenes and dead 
bodies.Smoking 
scenes, propaganda 
for war and religious 
conflict V,H,Hs,C,P 16 India 22 15/10/2022 Office/kfcb NGOIFF

thengoiff@gmail.
com Anga Imax

88 Tangled up in you documentary

A documentary on the lives of 
mariam , mahshid, cheshmeh and 
marieme  on their attempts to get 
asylum in Germany. Mariam finds 
out that her asylum has been 
denied while mahshid cheshmeh 
and marieme have to move to 
anothe place. 

no classifiable 
element - GE German 30 15/10/2022 Office/kfcb NGOIFF

thengoiff@gmail.
com Anga Imax



89 The last stand documentary

The last stand is a  united 
Kingdom documentary film  
examining  the importance of 
keeping intact forest ecosysytem 
in North America , the Amazon 
around the world . forst defenders 
and experts speak about the impact 
trees /plants have on our 
atmosphere, including carbon 
sequestration and provodig oxygen 
for us to breathe . The film reveals 
he urgently need to stop the 
destruction of our las remaining 
ancient  forests , All issues are 
xamind including the to protect  
habitat , while balancing 
economies and jobs and the rights 
of first natons peaple. 

no classifiable 
element - GE kenya 53 16/10/2022 Office/kfcb NGOIFF

thengoiff@gmail.
com Anga Imax

90 Xabi and fahari yetu documentary

Zanzibar saves its sea on the 
effects of illegal fishing in unguja 
islands of kwale and pangumi, it 
highlights how the use of 
explosives and illegal fishing nets 
has reduced fish in the area, the 
explosives have led to destruction 
of the waters leading to extiction 
of marine creatures like water 
turtles, dolphins and corals this has 
led to calls by the ras fumba 
community for more consevatory 
efforts

Mild depiction of 
alcohol A PG Australia 24 15/10/2022 Office/kfcb NGOIFF

thengoiff@gmail.
com Anga Imax

91 Kwetu kwanza drama

the film depicts  a couple of 
dancers who use their talent in 
dancing to raise funds that go 
towards rehabilitation of the 
dandora damping site and 
recycling as a form of 
conservation . 

no classifiable 
elements - GE kenya 13 13/10/2022 Office/kfcb

manyatta 
screenings 

manyattascreenin
gs@gmail.com

manyatta 
screening

92 Imuhira drama

Ayoung woman oes to her native 
village for emotional support 
however she will find herself facig 
the hostile attitude of her family , 
and social norms rulling what a 
real woman should be. 

no classifiable 
elements - GE Congo 12 13/10/2022 Office/kfcb

manyatta 
screenings 

manyattascreenin
gs@gmail.com

manyatta 
screening

93 Vanilla drama 

the film revolves around miriam a 
young  divorced  lady as she 
struggles  to intergrate  herself  
into normal sociaty  amidst taking 
care of her disable child and and 
pressure from friends and family  
to place  friends and family and 
faily to place her in a childrens 
home so she can live freely . 

no classifiable 
elements - GE Uganda 21 13/10/2022 Office/kfcb

manyatta 
screenings 

manyattascreenin
gs@gmail.com

manyatta 
screening

94 Kigodoro drama 

 A mother catches  her househelp 
shaming her little  daughter and 
encourages other children o bully 
he weeting bed . 

no classifiable 
element - GE Tanzania 3 13/10/2022 Office/kfcb

manyatta 
screenings 

manyattascreenin
gs@gmail.com

manyatta 
screening

95 Miika drama

A shy and uncomfortable high 
school girl who has scolious meets 
and falls in love with a cherful  
young man who has aids as they 
continue to live  their life 
positively. 

no classifiable 
elements - GE Uganda 5 13/10/2022 Office/kfcb

manyatta 
screenings 

manyattascreenin
gs@gmail.com

manyatta 
screening



96 Nisa msamaha drama

the film is the story of nina who 
struggles with depression hich 
leads her to be a suicidal person 
indulging in alcohol as  a way to 
cope with pain of losing her son. 

no classifiable 
element - GE kenya 9 13/10/2022 Office/kfcb sheila kimathi

gakiikimathi87@
gmail.com

kalasha

97 Kila mtu chini Drama

Ferrari,Benzand kamia plot to rob 
HRM bank with the help of a 
frustrated branch manager through 
a journalist friend , the frustrated 
manager tat she too is a pawn in an 
enterprise she does not understand 
best Planned robbery C PG kenya 63 13/10/2022 Office/kfcb ecila films

ecilaproductions
@gmail.com

kalasha

98 Undugu drama

sammy gets killed by mob for not 
supporting a certain politcal party, 
this brings sorrows to the family. violence V PG kenya 20 13/10/2022 Office/kfcb Victor Obok

viboks@gmail.
com kalasha

99 Doctor G Drama

Doctor G is a medical student who 
wishes to be an orthopedician, 
when he could not get a slot he 
enlists for study gynaecologyu as 
he awaits the entrance exam for 
orthopedics. He is bullied and 
made fun of as the only male 
doctor in a maternity ward in a 
public hospital. He is even 
assaulted by a patients husband 
after he tries to do a check up. 
Ehen his idol DR.Dada gets a 
minor pregnant and then tries to do 
an abortion, Dr G risks his medical 
practice license to save the life of 
the pregnant minor.

Graphic medical 
procedures involving 
abortion H 16 India 124 14/10/2022 Westgate

crimson 
multimedia

trushna@crimson
multimedia.com Cinema

100 Wrong number Drama

Alex, driven by passion and love 
plans to kill former girlfriend 
lydia. However, the plot backfires 
due to a mistake in the mobile 
number shared with Alex, he ends 
up hiring daring a further man not 
fit for the job

Brief torture, plan to 
kill, use of shisha, V,C PG kenya 90 14/10/2022 Office/kfcb

ONE FILM 
PICTURES 
LIMITED

njugunanganga01
@gmail.com kalasha

101 Satisfaction drama

An embarrassing incident forces a 
woman to choose between 
sheltering her surprise witness and 
finding her sexual voice. sex S 16 South africa 6 14/10/2022 Office/kfcb

manyatta 
screenings 

manyattascreenin
gs@gmail.com

manyatta 
screening

102
Covid 19 kenya 
experince documentary

a documentary focussing on covid 
19 , its effects to peaple both 
financially and socially and the 
number of prominent,peaple who 
succumbed to the disease. 

no classifiable 
elements - GE kenya 40 14/10/2022 Office/kfcb

House of Panache 
Ltd

viyerrah@houseo
fpanache.co.ke kalasha

103 W.H.O.-Tupate chanjo Commercial

A comercial on covid 19 
vaccination highlighting the 
importance of the vaccination and 
ncouraging the public to be 
vaccinated

no classifiable 
elements - GE kenya 60sec 14/10/2022 Office/kfcb

House of Panache 
Ltd

viyerrah@houseo
fpanache.co.ke kalasha

104 Detrex Commercial

A commercial on detrex soap 
through a parade symbolizing 
effectivness of the soap in fighting 
germs and cleaning

no classifiable 
elements - GE kenya 60sec 14/10/2022 Office/kfcb

House of Panache 
Ltd

viyerrah@houseo
fpanache.co.ke kalasha

105 Chumba 61 Drama

neocolonialism is a result of our 
actions we shouldnt choose to 
blame but learn from our mistakes

no classifiable 
elements - GE Tanzania 5 14/10/2022 Office/kfcb

manyatta 
screenings 

manyattascreenin
gs@gmail.com

manyatta 
screening

106
Kwenye Uwepo wa 
mwanamke Documentary

The film is centered on the 
importance and significance of 
women in the society. The 
guidance, understanding and 
warmth that comes with our 
mothers that make our lives easy

no classifiable 
elements - GE Tanzania 10 14/10/2022 Office/kfcb

manyatta 
screenings 

manyattascreenin
gs@gmail.com

manyatta 
screening



107 Heaven sound boring Drama

A man realizes that his daughter’s 
terminal illness will soon take her 
life. As he grapples with the 
heartbreaking reality, his daughter 
sets on a mission to prove to him 
that according to her long-dead 
grandmother, death is not the end 
of life in African tradition. The 
man, who is a Christian, struggles 
to understand what his daughter is 
saying, thinking she is too young 
to understand his pain. On her 
part, the girl thinks he is too 
Christian to see beyond what his 
faith has taught him. Both father 
and child offer comfort to each 
other in the best way they know 
how as they race against time to 
spend every second with each 
other before death separates them 
forever. This daughter-daddy story 
explores questions of the afterlife, 
and both Christianity and African 
tradition offer no easy answers to 
the strongly bonded pair.

no classifiable 
elements - GE Uganda 22 14/10/2022 Office/kfcb

manyatta 
screenings 

manyattascreenin
gs@gmail.com

manyatta 
screening

108 The weak-end Thriller

A police from a wealthy  family 
goes mentally rogue after his stray 
bullets shot innocent children in a 
slum. the arms of justice doesnt 
seem to catch up with him but will 
his consceince do?

Smoking, attempted 
suicide S,V PG Kenya 10 14/10/2022 Office/kfcb

University of 
Nairobi

owitisila@studen
ts.uonbi.ac.ke kalasha

109 Throttle queens Documentary

A documentary about kenya 
women riders covering their 
inspirational behind starting the 
group and how the use of the 
group to empower girl child.

no classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 4 14/10/2022 Office/kfcb Joan kabugu

joankabugu@gm
ail.com kalasha

110 Wife for Hire drama
A story of a man selling his wife 
to another man. 

no classifiable 
element - PG Kenya 1 17/10/2022 Office/kfcb

LEQWOOD 
PRODUCTIONS

wuodcaro@gmail
.com

111 County 49, Ep 9 Drama

The governor having been rescued 
from hostage gets the former 
governor arrested for murder and 
other crimes unknwon to her the 
deputy governor has plotted to 
have him freed and designed a plot 
to have a killed in her own office 
by the same man who rescued her 
by kidnapping his family and 
threatening to kill them if he fails 
to kill the governor.

Alcohol,violence, 
crime A,V,C 16 kenya 43 18/10/2022 Office/kfcb

MULTICHOICE 
SUPPORT 
SERVICES

HOME@KIBAN
DAPICTURES.
CO.KE showmax



112 Luckiest Girl Alive Drama

A sharp-tongued New Yorker 
appears to have it all: a sought-
after position at a glossy 
magazine, a killer wardrobe, and a 
dream Nantucket wedding on the 
horizon. But when the director of a 
crime documentary invites her to 
tell her side of the shocking 
incident that took place when she 
was a teenager at the prestigious 
Brentley School, Ani is forced to 
confront a dark truth that threatens 
to unravel her meticulously crafted 
life.

At a party a boy is in 
a restroom 
performing oral sex 
to a girl. The girl 
seems not 
completely aware or 
consenting of the 
situation. 
Emotionally 
sensitive due to girls 
reaction.A girl, 
clothed, drips blood 
from her private area 
after being sexually 
assaulted.language 
throughout.Teen boy 
shoots another teen 
boy near the hip 
area. V,S,L 18 USA 113 18/10/2022 Office/kfcb BMU BMU NETFLIX

113
The hook you will not 
bite Documentary

The documentary looks at the 
exploitation of humble fishermen 
inhabiting the islands of the 
province of entre rios in argentina 
by a fish merchant . the fish 
merchant offers small amount of 
food in return. 

no classifiable 
element - GE Argentina 30 14/10/2022 Office/kfcb NGOIFF

thengoiff@gmail.
com Anga Imax

114
The dark side of olives 
oil Documentary

This documentary highlights the 
public health impact of companies 
involved in the manufacture of 
olive oil in the fortes, potuagal,it 
looks specifically at the quality of 
air and how the low local 
communities have ben negatively 
imapcted. 

no classifiable 
element - GE Portugal 32 14/10/2022 Office/kfcb NGOIFF

thengoiff@gmail.
com Anga Imax

115 Champion/shujaa Animation

Shujaa is a film sensitizing 
viewers on gender equality human 
rights and allienates fallacies 
around them . 

no classifiable 
element - PG kenya 7 17/10/2022 Office/kfcb NGOIFF

thengoiff@gmail.
com Anga Imax

116 Help Drama

the film traces the life of blessing , 
an underage girl that has been 
employed by mr bako as help . 
suffring abuse and not allowed to 
school, Mshaviza intervenes 
saving blessing. 

no classifiable 
element - PG India 22 18/10/2022 Office/kfcb NGOIFF

thengoiff@gmail.
com Anga Imax

117 Black Adam adventure

In ancient Kahndaq, Teth Adam 
was bestowed the almighty powers 
of the gods. After using these 
powers for vengeance, he was 
imprisoned, becoming Black 
Adam. Nearly 5,000 years have 
passed, and Black Adam has gone 
from man to myth to legend. Now 
free, his unique form of justice, 
born out of rage, is challenged by 
modern-day heroes who form the 
Justice Society: Hawkman, Dr. 
Fate, Atom Smasher and Cyclone. Violence throughout V 16 USA 124 19/10/2022 Greenspan mall

Crimson 
Multimedia Ltd

trushna@crimson
multimedia.com Motion pictures



118 A burst of song Documentary

 A burst of song is a indian film. 
three girls bharati currently flight 
attendant , she escaped human 
trafficking in her area, rahina 
dance trainer , she came from a 
society full of life cahllenges and 
poverty and join mother  teresa 
oundation and sunita , house maid 
who suffred domestic violnce and 
beatig from father and relocated to 
grandmothers place. who managed 
to rescue thhemsleves from 
childhood and teen hardship life in 
the society full of poverty , human 
trafficking and red lights areas 
activities and followed their 
dreams  in life like a burst of song 
. 

mild classifaible 
elements - PG India 30 13/10/2022 Office/kfcb NGOIFF

thengoiff@gmail.
com Anga Imax

119 A place called forward Documentary

A feature folm exploring the 
impact caused by industrial 
revolution and pollution of the 
environment by soot, hydro carbon 
and heavy metal which cause 
chronic complications to humans 
as a result of the aquatic life food 
they consume which also feed on 
the contaminated and polluted 
waters hence cycle of 
contamination and poisoning 
among the consumers. Some 
affected persons of the 
contamination and pollution of the 
environment explains hoe he 
almost lost their family member.

Mild scary scenes of 
dead bodies, 
smoking scenes H,Hs PG Nigeria 22 15/10/2022 Virtual NGOIFF

thengoiff@gmail.
com Anga Imax

120 Earth woman Documentary

nigerian documentary about 
pollution of the environment 
through mineral extractions of oil 
and gas , amd mining operations 
which remains the most vital 
source of revenue for governmen 
of Nigeria despite the suffering it 
the remains the most vital source 
of revenue  for government of 
Nigeria  despite the suffering it 
caused to diffrent communities 
around the mies . women bear 
burden on the diverse impacts 
caused by pollution for instance  
loss of land fertility caused  them 
alot of domestic violence and even 
divorce . Amother lost a son due 
inhale of a gas while fetching 
water from a contaminated well. 

no classifiable 
element - PG Nigeria 31 19/10/2022 Office/kfcb NGOIFF

thengoiff@gmail.
com Anga Imax

121 Lyle Lyle crocodile Adventure

Follows the title reptile who lives 
in a house on East 88th Street in 
New York City. Lyle enjoys 
helping the Primm family with 
everyday chores and playing with 
the neighborhood kids but one 
neighbor insists that Lyle belongs 
in a zoo. Mr. Grumps and his cat, 
Loretta, do not like crocodiles, and 
Lyle tries to prove that he is not as 
bad as others might first think.

Mild crime scenes, 
kissing scene, occult 
and mild alcohol 
scene C,A,S PG USA 106 18/10/2022 Diamond plaza Fox distributors

florence@foxthea
tres.co.ke Cinema

122 Ball Animation

An animation where a father is 
kiled by a heavy stone trying to 
shield his family Smoking S PG Egypt 5 18/10/2022 Office/kfcb NGOIFF

thengoiff@gmail.
com Anga Imax

mailto:florence@foxtheatres.co.ke
mailto:florence@foxtheatres.co.ke


123 For every girl a forest Documentary

In pilantri, villagers celebrate the 
birth o girls by planting one 
hundred and eleven trees for each 
baby infant girl born, the idea is to 
value every newborn girl from 
birth to womanood and grow back 
the earth one tree at a time

No impact 
classifiable elements - GE India 6 21/10/2022 Office/kfcb NGOIFF

thengoiff@gmail.
com Anga Imax

124
The unforseen 
boyfiend Drama

Ashley, a young beautiful girl gets 
the shock of her time when her 
boyfriend, Larry, accuses her of 
cheating on him on her birthday. 
In an unexpected turn of events, 
Milly, Ashley's best friend 
collaborates with Larry to give 
Ashley a nightmare of her lifetime.

low impact 
classifiable element. - GE kenya 13 21/10/2022 Office/kfcb

ASHLEY 
MURUGI

murugiimaculat
@gmal.com Unknown

125 Mapping survival Documentary

this is the story of how a nomad in 
chad while advocating for the 
rights of her community , has 
become a leader in the fight 
against climate change and a voice 
for indinginous peaple across the 
planet. 

low impact 
classifiable element. - GE kenya 31 21/10/2022 Office/kfcb NGOIFF

thengoiff@gmail.
com Anga Imax

126 Detecetive Night roge Action/thriller

Bruce Willis stars as veteran 
Detective James Knight, dedicated 
to navigating the demanding 
streets of Los Angeles, in this 
thrilling first of a trilogy of films. 
As the city prepares for 
Halloween, mask-wearing armed 
robbers critically wound Knight's 
partner in a shootout following a 
heist. With Knight in hot pursuit, 
the bandits flee L.A. for New 
York, where the detective's dark 
past collides with his present case 
and threatens to tear his world 
apart... unless redemption can 
claim Knight first.

Language,violence,
drugs L,V,D 16 USA 105 21/10/2022 Westgate

Film finity south 
africa

kilonzi@althaus.
co.ke westgate mall

127 lost Drama

A film featuring a man going 
through depression,and tries to 
commit suicide. 

low impact 
classifiable element - PG Kenya 3 24/10/2022 office/kfcb FilmAid Kenya

eochieng@filmai
d.org Unknown

128
The adventures of 
mchupa Game

A virtual reality video game about 
a character that earns points by 
sorting garbage into hazardous , 
plastic, organic and metal bins . Its 
only one level with limted 
boundaries. 

low impact 
classifiable element - GE Kenya 5 24/10/2022 office/kfcb ukwenzi kalasha

129

Exposition Media 
Presents: Up & 
Coming Musicians Documentary

a group of upcoming musicians 
discusing their journey in kenyan 
music career

low impact 
classifaible element - GE kenya 15 24/10/2022 office/kfcb

3 Point 
Productions

3pointproduction
skenya@gmail.
com Unknown

130 county 49 ep 10 Tv programme

In this episode the deputy 
governor crimes are uncovered, he 
is tricked into believing that the 
governor and malik are dead, as 
soon as he learns that he can 
assume office he becomes corcky 
and arrogant even threatening his 
co-conspirer to heed justice he 
commits suicide menwhile 
inspector Siji is uncovered as the 
mole in the police force. Scenes of violence V 16 kenya 43 25/10/2022 office/kfcb

home@kibandapi
ctures.co.ke

home@kibandapi
ctures.co.ke showmax

131 Escape documentary

The film features a young man 
who is studying information 
science and data. 

low imapact 
classifiable element - GE Kenya 8 25/10/2022 office/kfcb USIU

sasena@usiu.ac.
ke

USIU



132 Queen of the throne Adventure Kenya 3 25/10/2022 kfcb Airlift media
admin@airplift.
com Unknown

148 Thank God Fantasy

An egostic real estate broker in 
huge debts, meets with an 
accident, as he gaiins 
consciousness he realises that he is 
in heaven. god appears in front of 
him and informs him that he will 
have to play a game of life if he 
manages to win he will be sent 
back to earth and if he loses he 
will be sent to hell

Mild violence 
including gun shots 
and physical fights,a 
scene horrific scenes V,H PG India 121 25/10/2022 Westgate

Crimson 
Multimedia

trushna@crimson
multimedia.com

Cinema

149 Ram setu
Action/Advent
ure

An atheist archaeologist turned 
believer races against time to 
prove the true existence of the 
legendary Ram Setu before evil 
forces destroy the pillar of India's 
heritage.

Mild violence, mild 
alcohol and 
blasphemy scenes V,A PG India 140 25/10/2022 Westgate

Crimson 
Multimedia

trushna@crimson
multimedia.com

Cinema

150 Haloween ends Horror

Four years after her last encounter 
with masked killer Michael Myers, 
Laurie Strode is living with her 
granddaughter and trying to finish 
her memoir. Myers hasn't been 
seen since, and Laurie finally 
decides to liberate herself from 
rage and fear and embrace life. 
However, when a young man 
stands accused of murdering a boy 
that he was babysitting, it ignites a 
cascade of violence and terror that 
forces Laurie to confront the evil 
she can't control.

Scenes of murder, 
blood and horrific 
scenes, vulgar 
language L,V,H 18 USA 110 25/10/2022 Garden city Fox distributors

florence@foxthea
tres.co.ke Cinema

151 paper plane Short film

Kadzo is  playing outside while 
her mother is doing house chores 
suddenly there is an earth quake, 
kadzo mother runs outside to fetch 
her.

There is a a mild 
frightening scene H PG Kenya 3 22/10/2022 office/kfcb Peru Alex

perlexyphotograp
hy@gmail.com Unknown

152 Njiwa Drama

As  the features a kidnapp of a 
driver and the bride while on a 
shopping tour . they are left is the 
middle of nowhere to find their 
way out. 

Demeaning 
language, describing 
the poor , mild 
violence on 
kidnapping scene. V GE Kenya 40 26/10/2022 office/kfcb

Kikwetu 
productions

jacintamugo7@g
mail.com Unknown

153 Comedy riot EP3
stand up 
comedy

thi film features Gakoyo 
Gathimba, Ruth Nyambura , chiki 
,george, waweru. they make jokes 
about sex , wealth and 
relationship. 

coarse language, 
sexual inuendo L,S 18 Kenya 37 26/10/2022 office/kfcb Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com TV

154 Comedy riot EP 4
stand up 
comedy

this film features , justine wanda , 
waweru mbuthia , Doug mutai and 
chiki . they make lude jokes about 
sex, money and relationships. 

course language , 
exual innuendo L,S 18 Kenya 42 26/10/2022 kfcb Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com TV

155 Monkey King 1&2 Action /drama

monkey king is a china fillm by 
origin depicting donnie yen , the 
mischevous monkey king who 
came into being from one of the 
godless crystals after the goddess 
sacrifiecs herself to save the 
mortal world . 

violence, in form of 
fights and mortal 
combat , mild scary 
scenes of magic and 
supernatual beings. V,O,H PG China 122 27/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

156 Undugu& Paris 2024 drama

A female swimmer is denied 
access to a swimming pool sothat 
she can train for paris olympics . 
she cannot use the pool because 
she is a woman . she fantasies 
about swimming and tries to swim 
in the nude. 

blurred nudity, 
descrimiation against 
woman N PG Afghan/France 7 27/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival



157 Story of my life documentary

story of a disabled war veteran 
who is participating in the special 
games for physically challeged 
persons . He narrates his history in 
the army , his liife  as a prisoner of 
war , his work as a cab driver and 
his challenges preparing to 
compete in special games . mehdi 
is determined to win at all cops. 

mild scene of 
violence . v PG Iran 30 27/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

158 Utopian Animation 

The film features  a guy who never 
attained his sporting goals due to 
disabilty and it keeps haunting 
him. 

no classifiable 
elements - GE Algeria 7 27/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

159 the spark animation

the sports film featues different 
sporting diciplines at the verge of 
loosing until a spark hits and 
brings back the vigour to succed violnce v PG Georgia 3 27/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

160 After & Before animation

the animated film features and 
depicts  how sporting life war 
before and after it changed from 
being competive for  monetory 
and other gains or opposed to 
social and related purposes. 

no classifiable 
elements - GE Iran 4 27/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

161 Steps Animation

step by step the character is tis 
film is seen to overcom hardler 
and eventually becomes vicorious classifiable elements - GE Thailand 5 27/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

162
I was a victim of 
modern slavery documentary

the documentary gives an account 
of a suvivor who suvived 

low impact 
classiifiable - GE UK 12 27/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

163 The perfect storm sports

The perfect storm is a sports film 
brazil by origin narrating the story 
of champions , in brazil surfing 
championship . world record 
gabriel , medina , adriano,  
desouza, italo ferroira, , filipa , 
tatiano weston , webb and big 
names in the sport are potrayed in 
this film . alcohol , A PG Brazil 85 27/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

164 The medal sports

The medal is a indian by origin  
boxing sport drama film , narrating 
the story of karthik a box or 
struggling to make in his sport . in 
the same small boxing class he has 
not been able to breakout into 
something bigger {winning a 
trophy} yet he is a narrator and 
friend to ankur. 

bad language , 
violence, L, V PG India 30 27/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

165

Doraemon ,the movie , 
Nobitas, little  starwars 
. animation 

Papi from another planet lands on 
planet earth and her to plan away 
back to pink to save his sister or 
save his planet from bad 
relationship. 

bad language , 
violence, L,V, PG Japan 108 27/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

166
unexpected $ desert 
light documentary

pierre langunge is an athlete 
preparing to represent, switzerland 
in track and field . he is followed 
training in the indoor arena for the 
indoor tetradesathlon . he narrates 
his challenges in being the best in 
his field . 

no classifiable 
elements - GE Switzerland 13 27/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

167 Labelo  mosehle documentary

the documentary  looks at the life 
of labelo and his tenis career from 
lesotho

no classifiable 
elements - GE USA 3 27/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

168 Mudcat documentary

a baseball star is stranded whether 
to give up or continue tying for the 
last time . 

low impact 
classiifiable - GE USA 27/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival



169 Holding your breath documentary

pandemic inhibits swimmer to 
participate  in sporting  activities 
due to a pandemic

low impact 
classiifiable - PG Poland 15 27/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

170 Enriquete documentary

A defined swimmer from 
argentina enriqutte demontrates 
her swimming  process despite  
her advance age .

low impact 
classiifiable - PG Argentina 13 27/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

171 Amanacer documentary

nature  lovers slaves their 
experiences in mountains 
demonstraing  how sports integrate 
and can be used to support one 
another

low impact 
classiifiable - PG Argentina 5 27/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

172 10 years Discamino documentary
the documentary illustrates the 
exploites of a desabled person . 

low impact 
classiifiable - PG Spain 18 27/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

173 Ekalaivan drama

the film featues a man who learns 
cricket from watching from 
outside the pitch. 

low impact 
classiifiable - PG India 35 27/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

174 Turtle documentary

targetted by economic deprivatim 
taha her to work an a koolbar is 
make ends mets on well or finale 
his cheam of partiicipating in 
Asian running competition 

low impact 
classiifiable - PG Iran 54 27/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

175 Passion verde documentary

A sport documentary that captures 
the front of sporting legents of 
autin and texas. 

low impact 
classiifiable - PG Iran 70 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

176 Ambitous 220 documentary

A 220 mile route  cycline 
challenge , from manchestor  to 
london. 

low impact 
classiifiable - PG UK 48 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

177 Footsteps docudrama

two cheeky children banned from 
attending cousins birthday party 
and remains behind to immitate 
their parents violent lifestyle. 

low impact 
classiifiable - PG IRAN 18 29/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

178 Swimmer documentary

A sons desire to venture in 
swimming sports is impended by 
fathers lack of funds to purchase  
swimming costumes. 

low impact 
classiifiable - PG IRAN 14 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

179 Magic underskin documentary
A documentary of locomotive 
moscow football club from Russia

low impact 
classiifiable - GE Russia 15 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

180 Bundini documentary

the documentary captures the life 
and highlights of bundini the 
efficient coach of mohamed ali the 
boxer 

low impact 
classiifiable - GE USA 22 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

181 Archer documentary

documentary of Zahra nematid and 
her exploits in archery despite her 
dissabilty 

low impact 
classiifiable - GE Iran 7 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

182 Dj Gurule documentary
the film is a sports  documentary 
in tennis . 

low impact 
classiifiable - GE USA 13 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

183 varanus documentary

This is a feature film about Amir a 
15 year old boy who is forced by 
his father to work for a man 
named samad who earns his 
money through betting on 
underground children  fights 
samad in surprised by amir 
fighting ability and prepares more 
matches for him . 

violence , horror, 
blood scenes, , 
ciggarretes V, C ,H ,H PG Iran 15 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival



184 The winner Drama 

A drama film about Atiye with a 
great passion for soccer . However 
due to its unpopularity among 
women , Atiye is victised for 
playing soccer with boys leading  
to a cancellation of her marriage 
with Ali . however this does not 
dumpen her spirits as she 
continues to train with boys as she 
looks foward to a succesful career 
in football. 

low impact 
classiifiable - PG Iran 10 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

185 Young wrrestler sports -Drama

young wrestler is a sports 
documentary film , turkey by 
origin about the preparation 
process of gorkem . a young 
wrestler living in Edirkine for the 
kirkpinar on wrestling. The film 
also touhes upon  the  traditions of 
kirkpinar and sheds light on the 
competitive environment , 
ambitios and lives of child 
wrestler. 

low impact 
classiifiable - PG Iran 30 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

186 Hockey Dream documentary

Hockey Dreams is a documentary 
about a small korean  hockey team 
trying to achieve the impossible 
steered  by their korean coach by 
ethicity between the ways of the 
east and west . while the surface 
below paints a picture of a tangled 
world of sports national and 
international politics , relgio and 
education . 

violence, Alcohol , 
Smoking, nudity V,L,N,A, 16

Finland /South 
Korea 103 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

187 The Junction drama

A drama about English man 
travelling through a Balkans finds 
himself in an awkward situation as 
he stops to take pictures of nature. 
he is approahed and scared to 
death by muslim with a swot gun . 
A little cross on a neckalace 
/rosary hanged on the windscreeen 
is what divides them . also the 
muslim being a liverpool supooter 
cannot stand anything realting to 
manchester united a team 
suppored by the English man 

use of guns, bad 
language, R,L, O 16 Kosovo 9 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

188 A Hero Never Dies documentary

Having to contend with religious 
complexities and sociatal 
imbalance. A  young boy has to 
against all odds to make his way to 
the top of hi wrestling ambitions 

low impact 
classiifiable - PG Iran 92 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

189 White Slam documentary

A documentary on the unqueness 
of a village in india and its 
prowess in game of carrom

low impact 
classiifiable - GE India 30 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

190 Final Bardi docu drama 

teenagers with different physical 
disabilities are tryint of convince 
their community to give them a 
field to play football. they seek 
help from the elders in community 
as well as gathering as many 
similarly abled children to join 
their cause . Eventually they are 
given a field on which the draw 
the lines for football with chalk. 

low impact 
classiifiable - PG Iran 32 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival



191 Sudani from nigeria documentary

The story of samwel from Nigeria 
and his tribullation in the hand of a 
recruitment urgent coach/ 
management from india smoking C PG India 120 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

192 One Day the night documentary

One day the night is as an Italian 
by origin documentary depicting 
sainey , a twenty  years old 
Gambian living in  states who 
knows the nash reality of his 
destiny. beacuse of an irreversible 
illnes , he risks becoming totally 
blind where he lives in Italy as a 
refugered and discovers that there 
is no cure and  that in future he 
willbecome blind . nudity N PG Italy 70 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

193 sembene documentary

Sembene is a documentary  
senegal by origin about ousmane 
sembene , a senegalese writer  and 
film maker one of the africans  
great  contemporary  novelist. The 
documentary  takes us through his 
life from childhood education , 
marriage life , his film career and 
journey and his final days . violence, smoking, N,V,H 16 Senegal 89 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

194 Run Animation 

A man start to run on the road of 
his life on the run, He  would  be 
happy sad and sometimes  deadly 
tired but he  cant stop he keeps 
running along the way he gets 
married sires kids who grow  up 
and move away . however during 
the , he doesnt know where he is 
heading he can do  nothing but run 
. 

low impact 
classiifiable - GE Animation 3 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

195 Throw Documentary

this is a documentary about 
mohammed khalwandi , who is an 
iranian athlete living with  
disabilty . He beats all odds to set 
a world record in the 2012 
paralympics in the jave in category 
after  registering a throw of 51 
meters to set the world recod in 
the F58 Class.

low impact 
classiifiable - GE Iran 7 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

196 Dream and Play Animation 

two  brothers fernadi to and 
canario embark on a journey with 
the hope of an amusing aventure at 
buttervile . they are kidanapped 
and get separated after fernandi 
manage  to escape . they are re 
united after 17 years during a 
football tournament since they  
were both lovers of the game with 
fernandito fullfiling his dream of 
being a football palyer. Kidnapping -crime - PG USA 18 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

197 Run Animation 

A man starts to run on the road of 
his life , on the run he would be 
happy  sad an dometimes deadly 
tired but he gets married sires kids  
who grow  up and move where he 
is heading . He can do nothing but 
run.

low impact 
classiifiable - GE USA 3 28/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival



198 The voice of the blade Documentary

A documentary featuring Mathias 
a kendo practitioner on road 
journey to parts of japan to 
discover one of the most 
emblematic martial arts of the 
japanese archipilego

no classifiable 
elements - GE France 59 29/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

199 The Gools Animation

The film records the flactuating 
times in a strange jungle event 
from a beautiful mesmerizing 
peaceful, pleasant to unpleasant 
series of events. Few violent scenes V PG Canada 90 29/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

200 Finish line Documentary

A film about the life of disabled 
athlete . his uper and dorms until 
hes able to make it through. 

low impact 
classiifiable - GE Brazil 15 29/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

201 Strellas Documentary

The kids witness the slow 
degradation and threatening 
depeleting of their town from 
drought

no classifiable 
elements - GE Chile 20 29/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

202 Invisible sports -Drama

invisible is sports drama film 
depicting a struggling famiy in a 
small village in southern italy 
where veryone knows everything 
about everyone living around that 
place . peppinos mother has just 
run away from home due to 
domestic violence abandoning the 
family . and adult peppino 
nicknamed platini since childhood 
and his father greado a truck driver 
both live in disunit caused by the 
abandoment of peppinos mother as 
a result of the dads frustrations an 
dviolence . 

domestic violence , 
implie sex , scenes, 
alcohol V,A H O 16 Italy 75 29/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

203 Steps Animation

The film depicts the life of an 
athlete and the harder they 
undergo then low income

No classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 10 29/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

204
Going deep for 
vancover Documentary

When Margret leaves her place to 
the national winter olympics in 
vancover for skating, she suffers  a 
mental crises.

Theme of mental 
health - PG Canada 29 29/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

205 The last defence Documentary

Sladjan, 53 opts to play as a 
goalkeeper for his local team 
Kusiljero

No classifiable 
elements - GE Serbia 15 29/10/2023 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

206 American Bull Rider Documentary

This is a documentary about junior 
, sauz an American bull rider who 
after 17 years tetires from the 
sport. he shares his experince and 
his bid to marture  his son boogie 
saenz into the same sport to take 
over from him . boogie shows the 
skills he has so far learnt from his 
dad. 

no classifiable 
elements - PG America 22 29/10/2024 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

207 The cold race Documentary

The documentary is about the ever 
tired person to tour Antartica on 
foot.

No classifiable 
elements - GE Uzbekistan 80 29/10/2025 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

208 Gonarezhou Docu-drama

Zulu picks up confidence to tell 
his story or poacher, after the 
death of his mother Zulu leaver the 
village in search of greener pasture 
an endevour that does not exactly 
and well.

Gambling scenes,
Alcoholism A PG South Africa 108 29/10/2026 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival



209 Voices of the slum Documentary

the documetary is on coaches 
Timothy belema. btine ekubo and 
eke chidebere and their attempts to 
mentor young persons in football 
dancing an theatre respectively . 

low impact 
classiifiable - PG Nigeria 28 29/10/2027 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

210 Cage Documentary

Cage is a sports documentary 
about the anonymous hero the film 
examines a part of Behnam 
Monjezi life. We see clips of his 
wins and his losses as well as the 
challenges of partcipating in the 
MMA world. The film also 
explores the fighters dream to 
fight in the UFC. Extreme violence V 16 Iran 50 29/10/2028 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

211
Daida back to the 
ocean Docu-drama

A refugee boy living in a border 
camp in eastern Europe dreams of 
one day playing football with 
European children. He faces many 
challenges including not knowing 
when he will get out. He tries to 
get help from other boys in the 
camp to form teams and enjoy the 
sport.

Discrimination 
against asylum 
seekers. C PG Iran 6 28/10/2022 Virtual KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

212 Team Tibet Documentary

the film narrates the struggle of 
tbet towards gaining indipendence 
and eventual irrelevance  in sports 
. 

low impact 
classiifiable - PG UK 110 29/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

213 My dear bahman Documentary

this is a documentary  about 
bahman golbarnenad  who was an 
iranian olympic cyclist who died 
in brazil during the 2016 Rio 
olympic, , it higlights his 
childhood to adulthood and his 
transitioning from weight lifting to 
cycling dspite on prosthetic leg . 
he died on crash as he cycled. 

low impact 
classiifiable - GE Iran 44 29/10/2022 office/kfcb KISFF

john.muli@kisff.
or.ke kisff festival

214 Tough choices Drama

Ludea is a young girl living in a 
refuge camp with her 
grandmother. She has big dreams 
of finishing school and getting a 
good job to take care of her 
grandmother and siblings. She gets 
distracted when she meets a young 
man who offers her wealth and she 
marries him.

Mild scenes of 
violence V PG Kenya 20 27/10/2022 office/kfcb FilmAid Kenya

eochieng@filmai
d.org unknown

215
black panther , 
wakanda forever Action / sci fi

queen ramonda, shuri , mbaku , 
okote lupita and dora milage 
fihting to protect the king t challas 
death as the wakanda strive to 
embrace their net chapter . the 
heroes must band together with the 
help of war dog nakia and everet 
ross and forge a new path for their 
nation 

bad language , 
violence, alcohol V,L, PG USA 161 31/10/2022 Greenspan mall

Crimson 
multimedia

remmy@crimson
multimedia.com

Cinema

216 The enemy within Drama

The film potrays the harm that is 
done through early marriages in 
pastral communities. The film 
depicts the plight of a young girl 
who is being forced to get married 
where she still wants to go to 
school. Mild violence V PG Kenya 28 27/10/2022 office/kfcb FilmAid Kenya

eochieng@filmai
d.org unknown

217 Mental health Animation
The film depicts the importance of 
pre natal care during pregnancy

No classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 8 27/10/2022 office/kfcb FilmAid Kenya

eochieng@filmai
d.org unknown



218 Naiko Animation

A young girl called Naiko is living 
with disability and she happens to 
be a refugee in the film.

No classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 12 27/10/2022 office/kfcb FilmAid Kenya

eochieng@filmai
d.org unknown

219 Taliya Fantasy

Babu a poor but ambitious 
fisherman who enslaves a 
mermaid like water spirit and 
exploit her and her abilities for 
wealth and power and request her 
through her powers and magic to 
return his wife who died in the 
ocean to heal his son and to make 
Babu rich.

Old man santi killed 
chiriki, mild form of 
violence captures her 
wife with a net,use  
of magic and 
magical powers, 
depiction of 
cigarretes V,L,C,H 16 Kenya 118 31/10/2022 office/kfcb

MEDIA HUB 
AFRICA (K) 
LTD

mediahubafrica@
gmail.com unknown

220 Clean plate nutrition Documentary

Former highschool childrencame 
together to start a feeding 
programme for the poor in kibera 
slums

No classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 5 18/10/2022 office/kfcb NGOIFF

thengoiff@gmail.
com Anga Imax



FILM EXAMINATION & CLASSIFICATION CATALOGUE

List of Films Examined & Classified in November 2022
NO. NAME OF FILM GENRE SYNOPSIS JUSTIFICATION C.A.I RATING COUNTRY 

OF ORIGIN
DURATION 
(MINUTES)

DATE 
CLASSIFIED

VENUE CLIENT CONTACT
PLATFORM

1 County 49 sn 1 ep 11 Drama

The former governor while on the run 
puts in place a plan to safely escape 
from authorities as plans to have the 
governor killed, when he is sorrunded 
by police, he threatens to have a 
bomb detonated in the middle of  the 
county and kill thousands if the 
governor does not withdraw them.

Use of vulgar 
language, the theme is 
extortion L 16 Kenya 43 office/kfcb

Kibanda 
pictures

HOME@KIBAND
APICTURES.CO.
KE Showmax

2 May 27 Drama

B Chege is a soldier who finds 
himself in a community where a 
rogue gang of men use rape and 
sexual violence against women to 
terrorize the community. He cracks 
down on the gang with the help of a 
young lady herself of a victim of 
prolonged sexual violence by the 
gang. He eventually manages to have 
the gang arrested and jailed for their 
atrocities activities.

Sexual violence, hard 
impact slapping, 
kicking, pushing & 
shoving. Men raping 
women and police 
ignoring it, implied sex 
scenes, men's bare 
butrtocks showing, 
smoking, men drinking 
alcohol. V,A,S,N,L 18 Nigeria 40 office/kfcb Smart pictures

smartpicturex@gm
ail.com Unknown

3 The Read Thriller

Two detectives receive a distraught 
call from a neighbor reporting tow 
dead bodies. Upon arrival, the 
detectives go through the cctv camera 
and find out that one dead body was 
not really dead but was 
pretendending to be, but it was too 
late as the person killed one of the 
detectives and ends up being killed 
by the other detective.

Gun shots, physical 
fights, dead bodies and 
blood images V PG Kenya 7 3/11/2022 office/kfcb Docubox

wambui@mydocub
ox.org

Shorts,shorts & 
shots

4 Gulf Sci-fi

Facing a dire situation, a woman flees 
her badly governed homelands; 
heading north with the desperate 
dream of finding a better life. 
Although she later discovers that to 
be fully accepted into the community,                                        

No imapct classifiable 
element - GE Tanzania 10 3/11/2022 office/kfcb Docubox

wambui@mydocub
ox.org

Shorts,shorts & 
shots

5 Blink
Psychological 
thriller

After killing his wife in a domestic 
violence wrangles, the husband gets 
in an accident while going to throw 
the dead body and thereafter goes 
through a series of psychological 
tortures.

Blood images, physical 
violence V PG Nigeria 13 3/11/2022 office/kfcb Docubox

wambui@mydocub
ox.org

Shorts,shorts & 
shots

6 Brikicho Thriller
A young woman is haunted by the 
memories of her dead husband.

No imapct classifiable 
element - GE Kenya 12 3/11/2022 office/kfcb Docubox

wambui@mydocub
ox.org

Shorts,shorts & 
shots

7 Night Bus Thriller

On the eve of her 30th birthday, a 
London night bus driver discovers a 
supernatural entity on her bus.

No imapct classifiable 
element - GE UK 12 3/11/2022 office/kfcb Docubox

wambui@mydocub
ox.org

Shorts,shorts & 
shots

8 Mili Thriller

The film features 24 year old girl 
called mili who after the previous 
days disagreeemt with her father , she 
decided to stay late at work and in the 
process of storig food stuff in the 
freezer , her boss saw the freezer 
open and without checking if 
someone was in the closed door with 
mily inside , switch off all the store 
lights and closed the shop in 
shopping mall full of other busines . 
mily had to try all the possible 
solutions to fight the cold and save 
her life . 

violence, alcohol , 
smoking , A,V,H PG India 127 03/11/2022 westgate 

crimson 
multimedia

remmy@crimsonm
ultimedia.com cinema



9 Female pleasure Documentary

documentary which argues for the 
liberation of female sexuality in equal 
sensual relationship between the 
sexes in the 21st century,  it 
accompanies five women from 
diffrent cultural background who 
stand up against the representation of 
female sexuality in the cultural and 
religous communitis. the film reveals 
similarities among the different 
protagonist an dshows the struggles 
for self determined sexuality. 

painted images of 
vagina - PG Switzerland 101 04/11/2022 office/kfcb

International 
Film Festival 
and Forum on 
Human Rights l.alonso@fifdh.org  (FIFDH)

10 Eje Horror

Lara, an unemployed young lady, 
responds to an online ad for a 
babysitter. To her surprise, she gets 
the job with just a phone interview 
and no reference checks.She has 
fuzzy flashbacks of being assaulted in 
the house before blacking out. 
Nobody believes her, not even the 
investigating officers. An old cleaner 
in the hospital secretly tells her she 
knows what happened to her. She 
claimed it’s linked to her ancient RH 
Negative bloodline. As things 
become clearer in her memory, the 
reality of the revelation is earth-
shattering. It plunges her into a world 
where nobody is who they say they 
are and forces her to believe in the 
unbelievable. The human race is 
facing an existential threat.

Nudity and smoking N,C PG South Africa 12 04/11/2022 office/kfcb Docubox
wambui@mydocub
ox.org

Shorts,shorts & 
shots

11 A Familiar Christmas Romance

Noni and her daughter visit her 
village home for christmas. while 
there she meets her brother melita 
and his fiance immaculate. Noni's 
mother does not like immaculate 
instantly and sends Noni's husnband 
to join them with Somoina, Melita's 
former love intrest. The family 
navigates individual struggles, 
cheating, financial constraints and 
had the best christmas ever.

No impact classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 144 04/11/2022 office/kfcb

Multan 
Production 
Limited ann@multan.co.ke maisha magic

12 PHONE BHOOT thriller

A ghost reaches out to two bumbling 
ghostbusters for a business idea. 
However, their plans go downhill as 
the eerie ghost reveals her plan.

Violence inform of 
fights,ghosts, black 
magic, scary scenes, 
bad language V,H,L,Oc 16 India 81 04/11/2022 westgate 

CRIMSON 
MULTIMEDIA 
LTD

trushna@crimsonm
ultimedia.com Cinema

13 DOUBLE XL drama

The journey of two plus size women 
that have been met with 
discouragements in their career and 
social life owing to their plus size. 
They have to rise against all odds to 
manouvre and emerge victorious

Alcoholism and 
clubbing, dtrong 
language, use of weed A,L 16 India 130 04/11/2022 westgate 

CRIMSON 
MULTIMEDIA 
LTD

trushna@crimsonm
ultimedia.com Cinema

14 En okumba Animation A man runs and crosses a river
No imapact classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 2 07/11/2022 office/kfcb

Eastmond 
Mwenda

eastmondmwenda
@gmail.com Unknown

15 pepeta Ep 1 crime /drama

crime drama series that captures the 
dreams and realities of the youth in 
kibera known for churning top 
football players in the county . it 
follows three intertwining stories of 
junior a 17 year old tallented 
footballer torn between the thrills of 
crime and the promises of soccer. 
musa an unforgiving corp with 
personal vendetta determined to get 
rid of the strees of criminals and biki 
an ambitious football coach 
determined to get junior and his 
friends scouted before the barrel of 
guncuts shorts their dreams . 

violence, alcohol , 
smoking , nudity V,N 16 Kenya 56 08/01/2022 office/kfcb James kombo

draka@cj3entertain
ment.co.ke

Showmax



16 pepeta Ep 2 crime /drama

crime drama series that captures the 
dreams and realities of the youth in 
kibera known for churning top 
football players in the county . it 
follows three intertwining stories of 
junior a 17 year old tallented 
footballer torn between the thrills of 
crime and the promises of soccer. 
musa an unforgiving corp with 
personal vendetta determined to get 
rid of the strees of criminals and biki 
an ambitious football coach 
determined to get junior and his 
friends scouted before the barrel of 
guncuts shorts their dreams . 

violence, alcohol , 
smoking , nudity V,N,C 16 Kenya 54 08/11/2022 office/kfcb James kombo

draka@cj3entertain
ment.co.ke

Showmax

17 Trust Ep 2 Animation

Max industries which is managed by 
maxwell marara who is a tycoon 
plans to grab ololur valley in 
wahenga village . moraa mobilizes 
the locals to fight for their land by 
intercepting ma convoy. mokuru who 
is a alaibon and a custodian of  a 
beard that was used by their 
forefathers  to protected the village is 
killed in the process of fighting for  
the valley but at the of it all the 
villagers win and they get the 
opportunity of changing the laws to 
favour the whole community and 
have a democratic way  of queging 
the leaders . L GE Kenya 51 08/11/2022 office/kfcb

freehand 
studiois

freehand@moveme
nt.com Unknown

18 county 49 ep 12 drama

former governor okusimba hold the 
county on ranson by threatenin to 
detonate a bomb in the middle of the 
county if cops are not withdrawn  
from his door to enable his escape . 
malik manages to figure out where 
the bomb is planted and alerts the 
authorities to act in the limited time 
available . violence, crime, alcohol VCA 16 Kenya 43 08/11/2022 office/kfcb

MULTICHOIC
E SUPPORT 
SERVICES

HOME@KIBAND
APICTURES.CO.
KE Showmax

19 Almasi EP 2 Animation

Almasi is like her name bright and 
sparkling to solve problems . she is 
dynamic and mischievious girl not 
above using her powers for practical 
jokes but atleast a person with an 
unwavering moral sense

minimal classifable 
elements - GE kenya 40 11/11/2022 office/kfcb

The Almasi 
Project!

mundumwara@gm
ail.com

unknown

20 County 49 sn 1 ep 13 Drama

Th e governor sets up okusimba for 
arrest once the bomb is safely 
diffused, unfortunately Malik is 
unable to diffuse it in the limited time 
availabe. Okusumba holds his 
daughter ransom and threatens to kill 
her if the cops dont stand down. His 
wife however grabs a gun and shoots 
him dead. Malik takes the bomb up 
the hill to reduce impact on lives. The 
bomb detonates and kills him and 
he's later buried as a hero.

Violence, language, 
murder V,L,C 16 Kenya 43 15/11/2022 office/kfcb

MULTICHOIC
E SUPPORT 
SERVICES

HOME@KIBAND
APICTURES.CO.
KE Showmax



21 Unchaii
drama 
/adventure

Amit Shrivastav,Om Sharma,Javed 
Siddiqui and Bhupen have been 
friends for 50 years.Bhupen's dream 
is to climb the Everest along with his 
friends who don't take it seriously 
except Amit as they all are senior 
citizens and its quite to impossible.
But tragedy strikes when Bhupen 
suddenly passes away of cardiac 
arrest and his family was just his four 
friends.Amit finds that in Bhupen's 
room that he had already booked all 
their tickets in coming two months to 
climb the Everest he discusses it with 
Om and Javed who reject it due to 
their age.Amit somehow convinces 
them as immersing Bhupen's ashes on 
Everest would be great tribute to him, 
he also manages to give his friends 
fitness training for the same.While 
they start their journey Shabina wife 
of Javed accompanies them whose 
unaware of their plans and will halt at 
Kanpur to her daughter's place.

minimal classifable 
elements A PG India 3hrs 16/11/2022 sarit Century pictures

cedric@centurycin
emax.net

Cinema

22 mercy drama

mercy lite changes when he father 
lost hi job due to covid and leaves 
them . the end up moving fom their 
house to line in slums where she is 
seually violate. she now has a child 
and has to take care of her sick 
mother and little brother. sexual abuse S PG Kenya 30 16/11/2022 office/kfcb Justus  Tharau

tharaojustus@gmai
l.com

unknown

23 Mino drama
This is a trailer showing a culture in 
kenyan community traditional dance .  

low impact classifiable 
element - GE kenya 1 17/11/2022 office/kfcb Simon Mwaura

spotafricamedia.
com unknown

24 Bonfire Sci-fi

Two brothers who poses supernatural 
powers discuss the event that led to 
their mothers death caused by the 
younger brother powers . he also 
accidentally kills a robber mild violence V PG kenya 6 18/11/2022 office/kfcb Danray mwangi

danroymwangi@g
mail.com

unknown

25 Drishyam 2 Investigative

Seven years after the case related 
to Vijay and his family was 
closed, a series of unexpected 
events brings a truth to light that 
threatens to change everything for 
the Salgaonkars.

Violence in form of 
physical fights, CRime, 
Alcohol and smoking V,A,C 16 India 140 18/11/2022 Sarit Century pictures

cedric@centurycin
emax.net

Cinema

26 Kuigereka Ruraya, Documentary

The show follows the stories of 
Andrew Muthee and Tabitha Mwangi 
and their relocation to a foreighn 
country. Tabitha is a mayor in the UK 
and Andrew is a successful realtor in 
USA

The show does not 
contain any classifiable 
elements - GE kenya 22 21/11/2022 office/kfcb  Alex chamwada

info@chamsmedia.
com kameme TV

27
Villains of the 
metropolis crime/thriller

Alex cheats on his wife whon doesntb 
take it so well. when a thief storms in 
their house wounded, Alex's wife 
ends up with his gun after killing 
him. she plans on taking revenge on 
both Alex and the side chick, a plan 
she involves Alex in but does not 
know the full details. After burrying 
the thief in the forest, she lures Alex's 
side chick using Alex's phone after 
making Alex subconscious. When the 
side chick arrives, she tortures both 
of them and ends up killing Alex's 
side chick by slitting her throat and 
thereafter killing herself.

Violence in form of 
gun shots and use of 
sharp knives for 
torture. Use of foul 
language. Kidnapping V,A,C 16 kenya 45 21/11/2022 office/kfcb safari media

dancurfmedia@gm
ail.com unknown

http://spotafricamedia.com
http://spotafricamedia.com


28 Emotional damage Drama

the film has group of young male and 
female who are cheating in circle and 
having sex.  

the film has scenes of 
sex, use of alchol and 
smoking A, S,D 18 kenya 15 22/11/2022 office/kfcb

kikwetu 
productions

kikwetuproduction
skenya@gmail.
com Showmax

29 She said Docu-Drama

A docu-drama based on a true story. 
it revolves a round a movie mogul 
Harvey Weinten who had been 
accused by several women for sexual 
misconduct and abuse. the film 
follows the events and circumstances 
that led two investigative journalist 
who discover and uncover the story.

Use of curse language 
through out the film L 16 USA 120 22/11/2022 Garden city

Fox 
Diostributors

florence@foxtheatr
es.co.ke Cinema

30 Kiu trailer

A trailer of the tv programme kiu 
revolving around an ending 
relationship by a wife and her mother 
in law mild violence V PG kenya 1 22/11/2022 office/kfcb michael mugo

michaelmugo@star
times.com

unknown

31 Violent Night

dark 
comedy/Actio
n

An elite team of mercenaries breaks 
into a family compound on Christmas 
Eve, taking everyone hostage inside. 
However, they aren't prepared for a 
surprise combatant: Santa Claus is on 
the grounds, and he's about to show 
why this Nick is no saint.

use of fuck word 
throughout the film , 
continous  violent , 
horrific scenes of dead 
bodies , bloody images 
of dead peaple , use 
alcohol , continous use 
of weapon . L,V,B ,H 18 USA 114 24/11/2022 Garden city

Fox 
Diostributors

florence@foxtheatr
es.co.ke Cinema

32 Bhediya thriller/horror

bhaskar finds himself changing after 
being bitten by wolf. he and his 
friends havent find out why and hunt 
for a permanet solutions to their 
suprise the vry own doctor turned out 
to be the shape shifting beart. 

horrific images , dead 
bodies vulgar language H,V 16 India 156 24/11/2022 westgate Century pictures

cedric@centurycin
emax.net Cinema

33 Mino Drama

The film tells the story of Mino a 
young girl struggling to free herself 
from harmful cultural practices such 
as forced marriage. She avoids 
getting married to the chief's son and 
picks a warrior as her suitor and 
together they are banished into the 
forest for going against the cultural 
practices.

Violence inform of 
physical fights, nudity, 
flashes of naked 
buttocks V,N PG kenya 60 28/11/2022 office/kfcb

Adiel Media 
production Cinema

34 Mzigo drama

Koech a delivery guys sells a phone 
to a lady who had send him to do a 
work finishing the the husband , she 
notices that the phone belongs to him 
and there fore the man panikies. the 
lady warns him and tells him to be 
calm as this is the beginning of the 
work and that he will get used it . 

images of face with 
blood V PG kenya 5 28/11/2022 office/kfcb

48hour film 
project

nairobi@48hourfil
m.com

48hour film 
project

35 This space between us Drama

After delivring a flower vase to his 
client, the client invites him inside 
and orders food for the both of them. 
When the second delivery mab brings 
the food, she also invites him in but 
he declines. They eat and she starts 
crying and opening up to him.

No impact classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 7 29/11/2022 office/kfcb

48hour film 
project

nairobi@48hourfil
m.com

48hour film 
project

36 Mfana Drama

The film revolves around the day to 
day life of a delivery man, the 
challenges and different type of 
clients he meets. One koko accuses 
him of raping her while she was 
drank after inviting him an when he 
delivered  a parcel to her

Use of alcohol, alleged 
rape and molestation A PG Kenya 7 29/11/2022 office/kfcb

48hour film 
project

nairobi@48hourfil
m.com

48hour film 
project

37 We need to talk Drama

Noah invites his girlfriend terry for a 
private dinner where he plans to 
propose to her. During the dinner, 
Noah's dad visits unexpectedly and 
they are both shocked to real;ise that 
they have been dating the same girl.

No impact classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 7 29/11/2022 office/kfcb

48hour film 
project

nairobi@48hourfil
m.com

48hour film 
project

mailto:florence@foxtheatres.co.ke
mailto:florence@foxtheatres.co.ke
mailto:florence@foxtheatres.co.ke
mailto:florence@foxtheatres.co.ke


38
Extravagansta-The real 
goat Documentary

The real van goat tells trhe story of 
how he was attcked by robbers in his 
house. He embelishes the truth to 
paint himself as a hero. Unbeknownst 
to him, a food deliovery guy captured 
the attack on camera and the footage 
tells the real story.

No impact classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 7 29/11/2022 office/kfcb

48hour film 
project

nairobi@48hourfil
m.com

48hour film 
project

39
Mpakani, the story of 
the north 1 Action

mpakani is a story of kenyan kenya 
squad hunting for a terrorist called 
burhani

kissing,shooting , 
betting, smoking of 
weed K,F,H 16 Kenya 45 29/11/2022 office/kfcb

Foxton media 
ltd 

zgithathi@foxtonm
edia.com KBC

40
Mpakani, the story of 
the north 11 Action

sergent terome leads a team of 
specialists officers to border town to 
deal with insuegets . his team is 
established with no casualties . the 
episode ends with the specail team 
hunting for the insurgets.

kissig , use of guns 
alcohol A, K ,V 16 Kenya 45 29/11/2022 office/kfcb

Foxton media 
ltd 

zgithathi@foxtonm
edia.com KBC

41
Mpakani, the story of 
the north 111 Action

In this episode , burhan the key 
suspect in terrorist organisation . hes 
murdered in his attempt to struggle 
assembed bomb in the county. 

violence, terrorism,
radicalization V,T,R 16 Kenya 48 29/11/2022 office/kfcb

Foxton media 
ltd 

zgithathi@foxtonm
edia.com KBC

42
Mpakani, the story of 
the north 1V Action

In this episode , the insergents are 
planning for a revenge mission ,a 
police convoy is ambushed and 
special feries are assembled fo 
reinfocemnet. 

images of dead bodies ,
toture , live shootings V, B, 16 Kenya 47 29/11/2022 office/kfcb

Foxton media 
ltd 

zgithathi@foxtonm
edia.com KBC

43
Mpakani, the story of 
the north V Action

Following the death of sergent 
torome  taran is promoted to the 
position of senoir sergent to replace 
the fallen hero fights, terrorism, sex V, S, T 16 Kenya 42 29/11/2022 office/kfcb

Foxton media 
ltd 

zgithathi@foxtonm
edia.com KBC

44
Mpakani, the story of 
the north 6 Action

in this episode  senior sergent farah 
leads his team to intercept 
arangement of explosives and rescue 
entourage .

fights, terrorism, sex, 
injured bodies V, T 16 Kenya 41 29/11/2022 office/kfcb

Foxton media 
ltd 

zgithathi@foxtonm
edia.com KBC

45
Mpakani, the story of 
the north 7 Action

In ti sepisode snior sergent farah 
leads operrations silent management 
thgat succesfuly captures Asif . the 
operation is preceeded by a night of 
dance and mery making having had a 
success in faling hostage sitiation .  

Alcohol , miraa 
chewing A 16 Kenya 41 29/22/2022 office/kfcb

Foxton media 
ltd 

zgithathi@foxtonm
edia.com KBC

46
Mpakani, the story of 
the north 8 Action

in ts episode an inquiry intothe death 
of senior sergnt omwami is ongoing 
and sergent farah ha been tarkd to 
eplain what went wrong . on the other 
hand , the terrorist have also mounted 
serach for Asif . terrorism, shootings V 16 Kenya 43 29/11/2022 office/kfcb

Foxton media 
ltd 

zgithathi@foxtonm
edia.com KBC

47
Mpakani, the story of 
the north 9 Action

In this epiode maimuna is 
interrogated by inergents after being 
kidnapped. terrorism, V 16 Kenya 36 29/11/202 office/kfcb

Foxton media 
ltd 

zgithathi@foxtonm
edia.com KBC

48
Mpakani, the story of 
the north 10 Action

This episode opens up with the 
kidnapping of maimuna and  eventual 
kdf bombing of the terrorists  hide 
out . as te team declares victory they 
are ambushed by the terrorists . the 
ambuish leads to casuaties in both 
sides . howeverthe fight ends in 
supreme as militants recruite more an 
drevenge. violence V 16 Kenya 40 29/11/2022 office/kfcb

Foxton media 
ltd 

zgithathi@foxtonm
edia.com KBC

49 Unspoken Drama

juliet goes back to her village after a 
log time since the death of her father 
and finds her mother died. the 
mothers spirit assures her she did 
nothing wrong by going to the village 
and leaving her under the care of her 
elder sister that relies the guilt he had. 

No impact classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 7 29/11/2022 office/kfcb

48hour film 
project

nairobi@48hourfil
m.com

48hour film 
project



50 Kruptos Drama

A man goes to consult a witchdoctor 
in believe that his life will be 
elevated an get himself from the 
poverty in life . 

mild classifiable 
element. - PG Kenya 7 29/11/2022 office/kfcb

48hour film 
project

nairobi@48hourfil
m.com

48hour film 
project

51 Timothy Drama

wife to timothy is forced to spend 
night with her husband dead body in 
house during the night . the wife gets 
haunted by his ghost and it gets 
merky for her as she has no option 
but remain there. 

violence, horror ,dead 
bodies V,H,L, 18 Kenya 7 29/11/2022 office/kfcb

48hour film 
project

nairobi@48hourfil
m.com

48hour film 
project

52 Ash to ashes Drama

jakes koech happes to b lucky rider 
who wins 10 millon cash from a radio 
show after which he mysteriously 
dies in unclear circumstances then it 
gets murky at his burail ceremony 
with alot of drama involved. Alcohol , A PG Kenya 7 29/11/2022 office/kfcb

48hour film 
project

nairobi@48hourfil
m.com

48hour film 
project

53 For love  and blunder Drama

james koech is more than a delivery 
guy , he also does many other things 
including translation  when tow 
supeheros cannot undestand 
themselves james is called in to 
tranlate for them but instead of doing 
correct tranlation he gets naugty ideas 
in his head. sexual inuedo S PG Kenya 7 29/11/2022 office/kfcb

48hour film 
project

nairobi@48hourfil
m.com

48hour film 
project

54 Jittered Drama

A couple tend to disagree on many 
things and issues . the main isues 
being that the wife feels neglected by 
the husband who doesnt spend 
qualitytime with her which according 
to he rmatters alot . verbal abuse - PG Kenya 7 29/11/2022 office/kfcb

48hour film 
project

nairobi@48hourfil
m.com

48hour film 
project

55 Miriam and sam 

Sam a boy rom the street is forced to 
join a gang and steal from peaple in 
order to provide for themselves . 
while stealing from an electric shop, 
he got chased by another group ad is 
allowed by miriam to hide in their 
compound .he narrats his story to 
mirriam father who comes into his 
rescue and gives him a manual job . 
during dinner the family discuses on 
iues to do with rape andgender based 
violence. 

scenes of crime , 
violence v PG Kenya 42 30/11/2022 office/kfcb

Good news 
productions 
international 
africa

isila@gnpi-africa.
org

Good news 
productions 
international 
africa

56 No simple way home documentary

Akuol de mabior is the daughter of 
john garang ,the former vice 
president of sudan . she narrates the 
story of her family life from 
independne from sudan , civil war of 
south sudan and appointment of her 
mother  rebbeca to vice president of 
south sudan . 

mild classifiable 
element. - PG kenya 70 30/11/2022 office/kfcb LBx AFRICA chloe@lbxafrica LBx AFRICA



FILM EXAMINATION & CLASSIFICATION CATALOGUE
List of Films Examined & Clasified in December '22

NO. NAME OF FILM GENRE SYNOPSIS JUSTIFICATI
ON

C.A.I RATING COUNTR
Y OF 
ORIGIN

DUR
ATIO
N 
(MIN
UTES
)

DATE 
CLASSIF
IED

VENUE CLIENT CONTACT

PLATF
ORM

1 The Menu comedy

A visit to an inclusive 
restarant in an island 
turns into a regret on the 
celleted chef slowik 
turns violent . a member 
of the restarant is killed 
before the guests and the 
other guests are subjectd 
to a tortious treatment . 
the film ends with the 
guests covered in hats 
and marshmallow coat.

torture,murder 
and inflliction 
of pain V 18 USA 106 1/12/2022 Motion pictures

crimson 
multimedia ltd

trushna@cri
msonmultim
edia.com cinema

2 An action Hero Action 

Maanar is an action 
movie star who 
acidentally killed the 
brother of a gangster . 
After he flees to london 
the gangster follows him 
to london when an 
international terrorist 
invites maanar manages 
to kill him and return 
home as a hero . 

Violence , 
Alcohol , 
murder V,C,A 16 India 120 2/12/2022 sarit Century pictures

cedric@cent
urycinemax.
net

cinema

3 Nayika Deri Action 

nayika is a queen whos 
kingdom of patan is 
under threat of invasion 
from her enemies from 
ghori after her husband 
is assasinated . she 
appoints her son as king 
and becomes the queen 
mother . when the 
ruthless teacher of ghori 
sends an assain to kill 
her nayika wages war on 
ghoi and spares the life 
of the ghori sultan . 

Violence , 
Alcohol , 
murder ,scnes 
of blood V,H 16 India 145 2/12/2022 sarit Century pictures

cedric@cent
urycinemax.
net

cinema



4 pepeta EP 3 Drama/action

this is action about junior 
who is talented footballer 
being raised in kibera 
where he is torn between 
engaging in crime in the 
slum and followig his 
dream and passion in 
football. biki a matatu 
tout who doubles as 
junior coach is 
determined to get junior 
and his friends sorted in 
foreign coaches and 
clubs before they are 
kiled for engaging in 
crime .kepha a police 
officer has no mercy for 
those enganging in crime 
.junior get sconted for a 
training stund abroad. 

violence, 
language , sex,
robbery V, S,B 18 kenya 55 5/12/2022 office/kfcb James Kombo

draka@cj3e
ntertainment
.co.ke showmax

5 Pepeta EP 4 Drama/action

this episodes depicts 
junior who introduces his 
boys to crime in their 
neighbood. his team is 
involved in a car jack 
and robbery of a matatu 
run by Biki . After the 
robbery biki reported the 
case to the police who 
did invesgations and 
connected the duts . A 
shooted in a club is 
ensures when the two 
rival gangs met and the 
police showed up and 
shot junior. 

violence, 
smoking,
alcohol, V,B,D 16 kenya 55 5/12/2022 office/kfcb James Kombo

draka@cj3e
ntertainment
.co.ke showmax

6 Act of Love Drama

The film features a 
strugglig mother who 
seems no to find a job, 
she has not paid her rent 
and landloard kicks her 
outside. she tries to kill 
he baby. 

mild impact 
classifiable 
elements - PG kenya 26 9/12/2022 office/kfcb Blackwell Films

shirleenkiur
a@gmail.
com showmax



7 Vadhi Action

Pandeyi a shylock 
dealing in drugs and 
money landering 
activists is killed by 
masterji. in an attempt to 
unrated the killing of 
pandeyi the officer fails 
as masterji own confess 
to the murder  but 
nobody belives him . 

Alcohol ,intense 
smoking, V,B 16 kenya 116 9/12/2022 Sarit

Century 
pictures

cedric@cent
urycinemax.
net cinema

8
Detective night :
redemption Drama

Detective knight is the 
disgaraced former city 
etective jailed for killing 
a crimin al. when conlin 
a prison chaplain recruits 
ex convicts into his cult 
of bank robbing 
gangsters . the city 
releases . detective 
knight to catch conlin 
and stop the robberies . 
conlin blackmails rodes 
by kidnapping his wife 
and daughter . in the end 
detective knight 
intervenes when conlin is 
robbing a secret vault 
owned by rich conlin is 
kileed and detective is 
reinstated. 

srong bloody 
gun violent , 
coarse language 
throughout. V,B 18 kenya 93 13/12/2022 westgate

Westgate 
Shopping Mall 
Limited

kilonzi@alt
haus.co.ke cinemax

9 Kiu Drama

This is  a tale of secrets ,
betraysl ,lies and revenge 
all tried up inn an 
captivity drama film .this 
film narrates the story of 
newly married couples . 
alex and alisha as alex 
faces the pressure of 
alishas best friend diana 
who happen to be alex ex 
girlfriend . diana 
travelled abroa and came 
back ater few years to 
challenge alex marriage 
and have him back nudity,alcohol N,A 16 Kenya 24 13/12/2022 office/kfcb

Startimes 
Media Kenya 
Limited

michaelmug
o@startimes
.com showmax



10 Avatar
Action/anim
ation

jake and neytivi are 
forced to leave their ome 
o keep off an imminent 
threat from human . 
however jake is forced to 
put up a fight when the 
humans insists on 
hunting him to kill him. language, murderM, V 16 USA 190 13/12/2022 green span mall

crimson 
multimedia ltd

trushna@cri
msonmultim
edia.com cinema

11
Iwanna dance 
with somebody documentary

this is a documentary of 
whitney houston on her 
rise and fall of her music 
career . how boby brown 
contributed to her fall in 
influencing her in drugs . 

Alcohol ,intense 
smoking, A,S 16 USA 130 16/12/2022 Anga diamond

Foxfilm 
distributors 

florence@fo
xfilm cinema

12 Puss in boots 
adventure/an
imation

puss realize that he has 
exhousted his eight lives 
and is remainin with 
only one to eight lives 
back he set out to steal 
map which will take him 
to a forests where a 
shining start has been 
hidden in need to reach 
the start so as to wish his 
eight lives back. only 
that he is not the only 
one intrested in the 
wishing star therefore he 
must outlast and outwit 
all hisother competitors . 

violence, scary 
scenes V PG USA 90 15/12/2022 Garden city

Foxfilm 
distributors 

florence@fo
xfilm cinema

13
The legend of 
maula jatt Action/drama

maula jatt with a tortured 
past is put to seek 
revenge against nori natt 
a feared worrior in 
punjab . 

violence ,
murder , 
Alcohol V, A 16 India 150 16/12/2022 sarit Century pictures

cedric@cent
urycinemax.
net cinema



14 Amazing Maurice Animation

maurice is taking cut 
who swindles town out 
of money by faking rout 
plagues when they scout 
their next target they 
discover a town ruled by 
a rat king . they seek the 
help of the pied piper  
flute which they need to 
rescue other rats from 
the rats kings power . 
maurice uses his car 
instincts to destroy the 
rat king. 

comical 
violence , scary 
scens , alcohol V, A PG USA 85 16/12/2022 junction Century pictures

cedric@cent
urycinemax.
net cinema

15 comedy riot ep 5 comedy

stand up comedy special 
directed by eugine. this 
episode  headlines eddu 
and women mburu are 
introduced as they 
showcase their talents 

sex talks , 
language, adult 
theme S, 18 Kenya 45 17/12/2022 office/kfcb

Young Rich 
Television 

info@young
richtv.com showmax

16 comedy riot ep 6 comedy

This show is different 
since its taken from a 
club into an auditorium , 
shiko and justine is 
introduced as comedians 
in this show. 

adult talks of 
sex, boobs, 
vagina , L,S 18 Kenya 45 17/12/2022 office/kfcb

Young Rich 
Television 

info@young
richtv.com showmax

17 pepeta ep 5 action

In this episode, the 
players are mourning the 
death of their captain 
Dayo who was shot by 
police mistakenly. They 
organized a tournament 
in his honor. Their coach 
Biki is also attacked by 
the community mob who 
burn down his house and 
leaves him seriously 
injured blaming him for 
organizing the boys to 
join crime.

The film has 
scenes of 
violence in 
form of slaps, 
gun shots, blood 
and dead 
images. Use of 
alcohol and 
weed. Use of 
foul language V,A,L 16 kenya 54 19/12/2022 office/kfcb

cj3 
entertainment

draka@cj3e
ntertainment
.co.ke showmax



18 pepeta ep 6 action

Biki is still in the 
hospital. Zeze plans for 
another job and calls a 
cop for supply of gun 
and bullets. The lead 
investigator hacks one of 
the gang member phones 
and tracks them to the 
hesist they were going 
to. They attack an ATM, 
the lead investigator 
finds them and a shoot 
out happens, one of the 
boys, chira dies in the 
process. Richard takes 
Esther out and start their 
relationship. kenya 56 19/12/2022 office/kfcb

cj3 
entertainment

draka@cj3e
ntertainment
.co.ke showmax

19 pepeta ep 7 action

In this episode  , a gang 
led b zee junior and 
dimore plan to rob 
bumper harvest church .
during the obbery 
incidence, nduta a 
preparing women gets 
caught the melee. as the 
police officer kepha 
battles the gang , he gets 
wind of the robbery . 
alerting his colleages at 
the station resulting into 
a deadly shootout. 

alcohol, crime , 
dead bodies A,V 18 kenya 48 19/12/2022 office/kfcb

cj3 
entertainment

draka@cj3e
ntertainment
.co.ke showmax

20 pepeta ep 8 action

In this episod, chira a 
member of gang led by 
zee is gunnd down . the 
episode also highlights 
the gangstar liifetyle and 
contioius encounter 
between the police 
oficers and zeze squad. 

Alcohol, crime , 
dead bodies V,C,A, 18 kenya 58 19/12/2022 office/kfcb

cj3 
entertainment

draka@cj3e
ntertainment
.co.ke showmax



21 Bella drama

bella a flight attendant 
suddenly loses her job 
and goes into content 
creation as way to 
support her highend  
lifestyle she ends up 
consumed by the 
attention she gets online 
and shares all the details 
of her private life to gt 
more views which causes 
a rift between herself and 
her boyfriend. 

no classifiable 
elements - GE kenya 21 19/12/2022 office/kfcb kabua juliana

kabuajuliana
@gmail.com unknown

22 comedy riot Ep 7 comedy

In this episode, new 
comedians are 
introduced, i.e  
Emmanuael and Stan 
saleh. Ruth shuts the 
show with a stunning 
performance

The theme of 
tye show is 
adult content S 18 kenya 44 21/12/2022 office/kfcb

Young Rich 
Television 

info@young
richtv.com showmax

23 comedy riot Ep 8 comedy

In this episode, 
comedian Oluoch, 
Halaiki and Daniel talk 
of diffferent topics 
ranging from family 
challenges, personal life 
experiences and country 
intrigues

Adult theme 
revolving sex. 
Language S,L 18 kenya 43 21/12/2022 office/kfcb

Young Rich 
Television 

info@young
richtv.com showmax

24 Babylon Drama

The film narrates the tale 
of outsized ambition and 
outrageous excess,as it 
traces the rise and fall of 
multiple characters 
dutring an era of 
unbridled decadence and 
depravity in early 
hollywood.

Violence in 
form of 
physical fights. 
Sex scenes, 
kissing and 
nudity. Scary 
and horryfying 
scenes. Use of 
cocaine, 
smoking and 
alcohol V,S,A,D 18 USA 189 23/12/2022 Garden city

Foxfilm 
distributors 

florence@fo
xfilm Cinema



25 Malkia sn 1 ep 1 Drama

Malkia, a teenager from 
mawingu slums is on a 
mission to change the 
lives of the slum 
residents through 
educatin where she runs 
and manages the 
community library 
started by her late 
mother. Malkia has to 
stand firm and fight 
against imminent 
demolition of structures 
including the community 
library as directed by the 
governor in a bid to build 
beter house for the 
mawingu slum dwellers

Theres 
depiction 
violence. A 
kissing scene. 
Use of foul 
language V,S,L 16 kenya 25 28/12/2022 Virtual Avant TV

jennifergater
o@gmail.
com

26 Malkia  sn 1 ep 2 Drama

Malkia, a teenager from 
mawingu slums is on a 
mission to change the 
lives of the slum 
residents through 
educatin where she runs 
and manages the 
community library 
started by her late 
mother. Malkia has to 
stand firm and fight 
against imminent 
demolition of structures 
including the community 
library as directed by the 
governor in a bid to build 
beter house for the 
mawingu slum dwellers

Use of alcohol, 
kissing scene A,S 16 kenya 26 28/12/2022 Virtual Avant TV

jennifergater
o@gmail.
com Unknown

27 Malkia sn 1 ep 3 Drama

In this episode, Malkia 
comes up with a 
campaign strategy to 
fund the library, to help 
in the betterment of the 
community library and 
book availability in the 
library.

Prolonged 
kissing, Use of 
alcohol A,S 16 kenya 25 29/12/2022 Virtual Avant TV

jennifergater
o@gmail.
com Unknown



28 Malkia sn 1 ep 4 Drama

In this episode, the 
matter of demolishing 
kiwanja is still being 
peddled by politicians 
especially with the entry 
of the new governor of 
Nairobi. Dubbed better 
life project, it is a threat 
to the livelihoods  of 
people living in kiwanja 
but a cash cow for 
greedy investors in the 
neighborhood.

Use of foul 
language, use of 
alcohol L,A 16 kenya 25 28/12/2022 Virtual Avant TV

jennifergater
o@gmail.
com Unknown

29 Malkia smn 1 ep 5 Drama

In this episode, plans are 
already complete to 
demolish the kiwanja 
estate and the other 
structures posing as 
security threats. Malaika 
is alling in love with the 
governors son unaware 
that he is the son of the 
person who is behind the 
planned demolitions. On 
the other end two youths 
have conspired and are 
already misappropriating 
money meant for the 
financing a 
demonstration against 
the planned demolition.

Use of a foul 
language, use of 
alcohol, kissing 
scenes A,S,L 16 kenya 25 29/12/2022 Virtual Avant TV

jennifergater
o@gmail.
com Unknown

30 The Menu comedy

A visit to an inclusive 
restarant in an island 
turns into a regret on the 
celleted chef slowik 
turns violent . a member 
of the restarant is killed 
before the guests and the 
other guests are subjectd 
to a tortious treatment . 
the film ends with the 
guests covered in hats 
and marshmallow coat.

torture,murder 
and inflliction 
of pain V 16.2 USA 34.266009851/12/2022 Virtual Avant TV

jennifergater
o@gmail.
com Unknown



31 An action Hero Action 

Maanar is an action 
movie star who 
acidentally killed the 
brother of a gangster . 
After he flees to london 
the gangster follows him 
to london when an 
international terrorist 
invites maanar manages 
to kill him and return 
home as a hero . 

Violence , 
Alcohol , 
murder V,C,A 16 India 31.690640392/12/2022 westgate

Westgate 
Shopping Mall 
Limited

kilonzi@alt
haus.co.ke Cinema


